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Sammanfattning 
Detta examensarbete har utförts på Svea Teknik på uppdrag av Atlas Copco och behandlar 

utvecklingen av ett rörelsesystem för förflyttningen av borrhuvudet på maskiner för mekanisk 

bergavverkning.  

Med mekanisk bergavverkning är det möjligt att gräva ut en tunnel med bara en maskin i en 

kontinuerlig process. En sådan maskin kallas tunnelborrningsmaskin (TBM) och bryter berget 

genom att ett borrhuvud med brytskivor rullar under tryck mot bergsväggen. Genom att förflytta 

borrhuvudet i olika mönster kan tunnlar med olika profil och storlek anläggas. Atlas Copco har 

för närvarande en konceptuell TBM med tillhörande lösning för borrhuvudförflyttningen.  

Huvuduppgiften för detta examensarbete är att undersöka om en alternativ lösning till detta 

förflyttingssystem kan integreras med denna TBM och att utveckla den här lösning till en 

funktionell konceptdesign. 

För att hitta en lämplig alternativ utformning har nio koncept tagits fram vilka utvärderas mot 

den befintliga konceptlösningen i en viktad PUGH-matris. Det valda konceptet har förfinats till 

en slutgiltig funktionell konceptdesign. Det framtagna konceptet består av en tvådelad 

länkarmskonstruktion sammansatta via en cylindrisk rotationsled. I ena änden av länkarmen är 

borrhuvudet monterat och vid den andra änden är länkarmen ansluten till en roterbar bas som 

möjliggör att länkarmarna kan rotera och svänga åt sidorna. Denna roterande bas är i sin tur 

upphängd i en basstruktur som är fastmonterad på den nuvarande konceptmaskinen. All rörelse 

uppnås genom hydraulcylindrar som är monterade i respektive ände med hjälp av sfäriska lager 

för att minimera toleranskraven. 

Fördelarna med detta alternativa koncept är en större frihet i valet av tunnelprofiler tillsammans 

med en enklare lagerlösning som kan minska tillverknings- och servicekostnader. Nackdelen är 

istället att vikten längre fram på maskinen ökar. Detta leder till att masscentrum flyttats närmare 

borrhuvudet vilket kan ha negativ inverkning på maskinens framdrivningssystem. 

Nyckelord: TBM, Borrhuvud, In-sumpning, mekanisk bergavverkning 
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Abstract 
This master thesis has been conducted at Svea Teknik on behalf of Atlas Copco and deals with 

the design of a cutter head motion system for mechanical rock excavation machines. 

Mechanical rock excavation allows tunneling to be done with just one machine in a continuous 

process. Such a machine is called a tunnel boring machine (TBM) and excavates rock by 

pressing a rotating cutter head with disc cutters against the rock face. By moving the cutter head 

in different patterns, tunnels of different profiles and sizes can be excavated. Atlas Copco has 

currently a conceptual TBM with an associated cutter head motion solution attached.  

The main task of this master thesis is to examine if an alternative solution to this motion system 

could be incorporated to the conceptual TBM, and to develop this solution to a functional 

concept design. 

In order to find a suitable alternative design nine concepts where generated and evaluated against 

the current concept solution using a weighted PUGH-matrix. The chosen concept was refined 

into a final functional concept design. The produced concept design consists of a two part 

linkage arm construction connected via a cylindrical joint. At one end of the articulated arm the 

cutter head is located and at the other end the linkage arm is connected to a rotatable base which 

allows the arm to rotate and swing to the sides. This rotatable base is in later turn supported by a 

base structure mounted to the main body of the current concept machine. All motion is achieved 

by hydraulic cylinders which are mounted in their respective ends using spherical bearings to 

minimize the need of narrow tolerance spans.    

The benefits of this alternative design are a greater choice of tunnel profiles along with simpler 

bearing solutions which may reduce manufacturing- and service costs. The downside is instead 

added weight to the front of the machine which will move the center of mass closer to the cutter 

head. This may have a negative effect on the machine propulsion system.          
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the different notations used throughout the report presented, along with the 

abbreviations and expressions in need of explanation.    

 

Notations 

m Assumed weight of cutter head and the moving components, with a centre 

of mass in the middle of the cutter head [kg] 

g Gravitational acceleration, 9.81 [m/s
2
] 

Fx Force acting on cutter head centre in x-direction [N] 

Fy Force acting on cutter head centre in y-direction [N] 

Fz Force acting on cutter head centre in z-direction [N] 

σmax Maximum allowable tensile stress in a component [Pa] 

τmax Maximum allowable shear stress in a component [Pa] 

R1, R2 ,R3, R4 Radial reaction forces in the joints of the linkage arm structure due to the 

forces Fx and Fz+mg [N] 

R12,x, R12,z Radial reaction forces in joint 1 due to Fy [N] 

R34,x, R34,z Radial reaction forces in joint 2 due to Fy  [N] 

F1, F2, F3 Hydraulic cylinder forces [N] 

Lplunge Position of cutter head on x-axis, known as plunge length [m] 

Hplunge Position of cutter head on y-axis, known as plunge height [m] 

La Space for muck handling system (apron) [mm] 

pmax Max allowed hydraulic pressure [Pa] 

B1, B2 Radial bearing force in joint 1 and 2 respectively 

T Wished service life (excavation time) [h]  

σa Stress amplitude [Pa] 

σm Mean stress [Pa] 

ns Safety factor [-] 

Rm Ultimate tensile strength [Pa] 

Rp,0.2 Tensile strength [Pa] 
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Abbreviations & Expressions 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

FEM Finite Element Method 

TBM Tunnel Boring Machine 

S-N curve Also known as a Whöler curve. Displays a material specific plot over the 

allowed stress (S) given the number of load cycles (N) is it subjected for    

Apron Part of the muck handling system and sits partly under the cutter head 

Mobile Miner A collective name for Atlas Copco’s mechanical rock excavation machines 

Disc cutter Disc shaped cutters that roll against, and crack the rock 

Cutter head The rotating drum on which the disc cutters are mounted 

Clevis Type of mounting for hydraulic cylinders at piston rod end or cylinder end 

cap, (U-shaped). This type of mounting could be used with a spherical 

bearing 

Trunnion Type of mid-mounting for hydraulic cylinders at the cylinder only 

Rod eye Type of mounting for hydraulic cylinders at piston rod end or cylinder end 

cap, (hole shaped). This type of mounting could be fitted with a spherical 

bearing 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the background to the master thesis is presented. The purpose of the project is 

explained along with the main delimitations made to adapt the scope of the project to the 

resources available.       

1.1 Background 

Svea Teknik is a consulting firm contracted by Atlas Copco Rock Drills AB and their 

subdivision Underground Rock Excavation. Together they are developing the next generation’s 

mining technologies. They are currently in the process of developing a whole new set of mining 

machines for mechanical rock excavation (Svea Teknik 2014). These machines will 

mechanically remove the rock, compared to Atlas Copco’s conventional machines for drilling 

and blasting such as the Simba system. The new mining machines are part face TBMs meaning 

that they can excavate tunnels of varying profiles and sizes. By mechanically removing the rock 

the excavation process becomes part of a single process making it possible for just one machine 

to go from solid rock to a structurally safe tunnel (Sandvik Tamrock Corp. 1999). 

The rock is excavated by a series of disc cutters rolling against the rock face under high pressure. 

The disc cutters crush the rock locally inducing tensile stresses in the rock which lead to the 

formation of cracks. These cracks propagate and intertwine and eventually chips will form and 

fall of (A. Ramezanzadeh, 2010). These disc cutters are located on a rotating cutter head. The 

cutter head is mounted in the cutter boom and has three degrees of freedom to allow for 

sufficient movement. It is this movement of the cutter head and the required mechanism to 

enable it which is the topic of this report. This mechanism is to be incorporated on one of Atlas 

Copco’s concept mechanical rock excavating machines here on after referred to as the Mobile 

Miner.           

1.2 Objective 

The objective of the master thesis is to present one or several concepts on how to achieve the 

movement of the cutter head on a functional design level. By functional design level means that 

the design has to be functional but not finalized. It is thereby more of a proof of concept study. 

The main principal of the engineered concept should work but it will not be ready for production 

or fully ensured for all possible conditions.  

The motion of the cutter head can be divided into three separate motion functions: 

- Plunge motion: Back and forth motion of the cutter head to move it in the direction of 

the tunnel/machine.  

- Swing motion: Side to side motion when the cutter head is rotated around a vertical axle 

to allow for tunnel profiles of different widths.  

- Lift motion: Up- and down motion of the cutter head to allow for tunnel profiles of 

different height.  

This movement of the cutter head will allow the machine to excavate tunnels with the tunnel 

profiles specified in the requirements specification in chapter Error! Reference source not 

found.. The engineered concept is to be designed so it can be implemented on Atlas Copco’s 

concept rock excavation machine, the Mobile Miner. The fundamental research question to be 

answered is thereby: 
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Is there an alternative way to achieve the cutter head motion functions for the Mobile Miner 

concept machine and how would such a solution look on a functional design level?    

1.3 Delimitations 

The master thesis was set to be conducted over a 20 week period and due to this time restriction 

along with other resource restrictions certain delimitations to limit the scope of the project had to 

be made. Below is a list of what is not included in the project: 

- Technical drawings  

- Manufacturing drawings 

- Hydraulic control system 

- Physical models 

- Final decision of auxiliary equipment, only 'dummy' equipment is used as illustration in 

the models and for analysis purposes. 

- Dynamic stability calculations 

- Load cases other than the forces specified in the requirements specification (see chapter 

Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not found.). 

1.4 Methodology 

In order to reach the set objective the work was conducted using the methodology described in 

the steps below: 

1. Literature study: Relevant information was gathered in order to get a better 

understanding of how current tunnel boring machines are designed and how mechanical 

rock excavation is performed. This was done by searching for relevant literature on 

search engines such as KTHB and Google.   

2. Concept generation: Several concepts was designed all with the aim of fulfilling the 

objective. The concepts was modelled in CAD using Pro/E Wildfire 4.0 to better 

visualize the concepts as well as to simulate the movement capabilities of the different 

designs. Along with the virtual model MATLAB and MathCAD based force- and 

geometrical calculations were conducted to aid in the decision making process.   

3. Concept evaluation: The different concepts were evaluated in a weighted PUGH-matrix 

against the 'Mobile Miner' reference concept.     

4. Concept refinement: The concept with the highest score from the evaluation process 

was selected for further refinement in order to go from an abstract and rough concept to 

the desired functional concept. This was performed with MATLAB based calculations as 

well as CAD modelling using Pro/E Wildfire 4.0. 

5. Concept verification: In order to assure that the designed concept fulfils the 

requirements specified it was verified against the requirements specification. This was 

done using the methods described for each specific requirement as stated in the 

requirements specification.    
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2  FRAME OF REFERENCE 

Presented here is information that is considered useful for the reader to fully be able to 

understand the report. This includes the basics of mechanical rock excavation, different types of 

tunnel boring machines used and a presentation of the benchmark Mobile Miner machine etc.    

2.1 Mechanical rock excavation 

The basic premise of rock excavation is to separate rock from its surroundings by overcoming 

the intergranular bindings between the grains of the rock and thereby fragmenting it. In 

mechanical rock excavation this is done using mechanical cutting tools in physical contact with 

the rock face. There are two main types for these rock cutting tools; pickers/drag-bits and 

indenters (A. Ramezanzadeh, 2010). The Mobile Miner concept machine which is the base of 

this report uses indenters in the form of disc cutters. These are shown in Figure 1 mounted on a 

cutter head. This type of rock cutting method is explained in greater detail below.  

 

Figure 1. CAD-model of two disc cutter mounted on a cutter head for use on a TBM. 

Rock is fragmented by the disc cutters as they are pressed against the rock face where they roll in 

parallel tracks. As they are pressed they indent the rock, crushing it locally underneath the disc. 

This induces tensile stresses in the rock and cracks are initialized (A. Ramezanzadeh, 2010). 

These cracks propagate and when the cracks from two disc cutters meet, chips are broken off 

between the tracks, see Figure 2 (Hemphill, 2013). Depending on the distance between the disc 

cutters, chips of different sizes can be obtained as well as different advance rates (Maidl et al., 

2008).  

Figure 2. Disc cutters crushing the rock leading to crack- initiation and propagation  

and ultimately the formation of rock chips.    
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On tunnel boring machines (TBMs) using this type of indenters the disc cutters are mounted on a 

rotating cutter head. Depending on the shape of the cutter head can these machines be divided 

into the two categories presented below.     

 

2.1.1 Full face TBM 

A full face TBM is a tunnel boring machine where the cutter head is circular and has the same 

shape and size as the profile of the tunnel it is excavating, see Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Photograph of a full face TBM with some of its disc cutters mounted (Galbiati Group, 2003).  

The disc cutters are mounted on the cutter head and will rotate in parallel circular tracks with the 

peripheral speed of the rotating cutter head. The head is then pressed with great force against the 

rock face thereby creating the required pressure for the cutters to work as intended (Heiniö, 

1999). The created muck, or debris, is collected and transported through the machine and moved 

on conveyors, or such, out of the tunnel.     

 

2.1.2 Part face TBM 

The concept machine, Atlas Copco’s Mobile Miner, is a part face TBM. In a part face TBM the 

cutter head is smaller and not necessarily of the same profile as the excavated tunnel. Instead the 

cutter head can be moved in order to excavate tunnels of different profiles and sizes. An example 

of a part face TBM is shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. Virtual model of a part face TBM manufactured by Atlas Copco for RioTinto (Atlas Copco 2013). 
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2.2 Atlas Copco’s Mobile Miner TBM 

The information presented in this chapter is retrieved from Atlas Copco Mobile Miner Pre-

feasibility Study. 

Atlas Copco’s Mobile Miner is a conceptual TBM and is depicted in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. CAD-model of Atlas Copco’s concept TBM Mobile Miner with the different sections marked  

(Atlas Copco 2012). 

As seen in the figure above the Mobile Miner TBM consists of four main sections: 

- Cutter head: Is 4 m in diameter, 1.5 m wide and vertically mounted in the cutter boom. 

The cutter head rotates relative to the boom and is driven by a rotational motor. On the 

cutter head several disc cutters are mounted in a specific pattern.   

- Cutter boom: The boom is U-shaped and allows for lift motion and side motion of the 

cutter head. Lift motion of +2/-0.2 m with a force Fz in the upwards direction is achieved 

by hydraulic cylinders raising the cutter head. Side motion of +/-18° are enabled by the 

boom rotating around a theoretical midpoint further back, this is also achieved by 

hydraulic cylinders.  

- Main section: It is here where the grippers, caterpillar tracks and torque tube are 

mounted. The torque tube is the component which enables the cutter head to be pushed 

forward creating the plunge motion. 

- Back-up section: In order to drive all the hydraulic cylinders and motors etc. auxiliary 

equipment such as hydraulic pumps, oil coolers, valves etc. are required. All of these are 

located in the back-up section which stands on its own caterpillar track.    

Underneath, and through, the machine the muck handling system is installed. The excavated 

rock, or muck, are collected at the front of the machine by an ‘apron’ which whisks away the 

rock and it is thereafter transported on conveyors though the machine for further transport. Large 

vacuum cleaners are also mounted close to the cutter head to collect small particles and dust 

created by the excavation process and which is not collected by the apron system.    
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The machine excavates rock just as previously described by using disc cutters located on the 

rotating cutter head which is pressed against the rock face. The excavation process goes as 

follows:  

1. The machine is positioned in front of the rock face using the caterpillar tracks.  

2. Once in position grippers are deployed fixing the machine against the tunnel floor and 

ceiling.  

3. The cutter head starts to rotate and the torque tube moves the cutter head forward pushing 

it, with great force, against the rock face. One full stroke of 1.5 m is made at the level of 

the tunnel floor. Depending on the wanted tunnel height the cutter boom is the raised to 

the desired height and the torque tube is retracted. 

4. Given the wanted width of the tunnel the boom swings from left to right +/- 18° and the 

step before is performed again for each side position. 

5. A total of 1.5 meter tunnel with the desired shape and size is now excavated. For a 

nominal size tunnel of 4.5x4.5 m four stroke motions are required to mill the entire tunnel 

section. Maximum six strokes are required for the more elaborate tunnel profiles.  

6. The machine needs to be positioned for another plunge motion by moving forward the 

distance just excavated. Once this is done the procedure start over from step 2 again.  

2.3 Hydraulic cylinders 

In a hydraulic system fluids are used to transport hydraulic energy from the pumps to the 

hydraulic actuators, motors etc. connected to the system (Palmberg, 2015). Hydraulic cylinders, 

also known as linear actuators are a type of actuator which converts hydraulic power to 

mechanical power by creating a linear motion (Doddannavar & Bernard, 2005). A selection of 

hydraulic cylinders is shown in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. A selection of hydraulic cylinders with different mounting devices such as clevises  

and rod eyes (Saravia, 2012).  

A hydraulic cylinder consist of three main components; cylinder, piston and piston rod. The 

hydraulic cylinder can be mounted in many different ways (Rabie, 2009), these include: 
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- Eye or clevis mounting using cylindrical- or spherical bearings. Is attached to the piston 

rod end or the cylinder end cap. 

- Trunnion mounting of the cylinder placed either at the head cap, middle or end cap of the 

cylinder. The cylinder will be cylindrically joined to its support structure. 

- Flange mounting where a flange on the cylinder is mounted fixed to the surrounding 

structure.   

Hydraulic cylinders are mainly designed to take force in its axial direction. Forces normal to the 

axle may lead buckling of the piston rod or leakage problems along with higher internal friction. 

When mounting the cylinders using flange- or trunnion mounts the piston rod will not have full 

freedom to move. If the actuators are then not mounted properly stresses may be induced and the 

cylinder will be loaded radially. For rod eye or clevis mountings with attached spherical bearings 

this is not possible. Since the cylinder is able to move freely it can only take up forces in its axial 

direction. This type of mounting solution is therefore preferable for the application at hand 

presented in this report. 
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3 THE PROCESS 

In this chapter the process of designing a functional concept fulfilling the presented 

requirements specification is described. It includes all key activities made throughout the project 

from concept generation down to concept verification.  

3.1 Requirements specification 

In discussion with Atlas Copco a requirements specification is set and presented in Table 1. Each 

requirement is considered to be either a wish or demand. Demanded requirements have to be 

fulfilled for the concept to reach the set goals whereas wished requirements are important but not 

essential to the success of the project. Verification methods for each requirement are also 

presented in the specification. Here is the main method for the verification presented, not the 

actual program used since several possibilities exist depending on the preferences of the 

designer. 

Table 1. Requirements specification for the engineered concept with suitable verification methods listed.  

# Requirement description Requirement Demand/Wish Verification method 

1 
Minimum tunnel profile 

(at mid-section) 
4.0x4.0 [m] Demand CAD 

2 
Maximum tunnel profile 

(at mid-section) 
6.0x6.0 [m] Demand CAD 

3 Plunge depth, Lplunge Lplunge=1.5 [m] Demand CAD 

4 Horizontal thrust force, Fx Fx=3700 [kN] Demand 
FEM & Force 

calculations 

5 Vertical thrust force, Fz Fz=2400 [kN] Demand 
FEM & Force 

calculations 

6 Side force, Fy Fy=2400 [kN] Wish 
FEM & Force 

calculations 

7 Cutter head size 
Ø=4.0 [m]  

Width=1.5 [m] 
Demand CAD 

8 

Distance between cutter 

head bottom and structure, 

La 

(Space for muck handling 

system) 

La=1000 [mm] Wish CAD 

9 
Maximum hydraulic 

pressure, pmax 
pmax=280 [bar] Wish 

Auxiliary equipment 

and cylinder 

specifications 

10 Service life, T T>4000 [h] Wish Fatigue calculations 

11 Safety factor, ns ns=1.5  Wish - 

12 
Materials used for 

structural components 
Low allow steels Demand Material description 
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3.2 Concept generation 

In total nine concepts have been produced and are presented in this chapter. All generated 

concepts have been designed to be able to achieve the three desired motion functions described 

in chapter 1.2 above.  

Despite each concept being unique there are several features that is the same for each concept. 

All concepts are based on the usage of hydraulic cylinders for the reciprocating motion. The 

required back-up hydraulic system is already in place on the Mobile Miner machine and the 

application at hand suits the characteristics of hydraulic cylinders well since great force and high 

stiffness is required.  

All concepts were modeled using the same color scheme and there are several features and 

components that exist in all concepts. These are:  

- Cutter head: Shown in gray in the figures and it is on which the disc cutters are 

mounted.  

- Cutter boom: Is shown in yellow in the figures and it is onto which the cutter head is 

mounted as well as one end of the conceptual movement mechanism. 

- Base: Is shown in red in the figures and the design of it varies depending on the concept. 

The base is the component closest to the main section which is to be designed. Additional 

bas structures may be needed but is in such cases added as ‘dummy’ models for 

visualization and analyze purposes only.  

- Hydraulic cylinders: Shown in black and gray with different mounting solutions 

depending on the concept.     

The coordinate system orientation used throughout the modeling is displayed in Figure 7. The 

coordinate system is a right oriented Cartesian coordinate system with the positive x-axis in the 

direction of the machine and the y-axis going from right to left if seen from the positive x-axis.  

 

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the excavator to show the orientation of the Cartesian coordinate system.   

The different cylinders for the motions functions can either be dependent or independent. With 

independent means that each motion function is assigned an own set of cylinders which can be 

controlled independent of the other cylinders. This will ease both controls of the cylinders as 

well as give the opportunity to install more task optimized cylinders. For the dependent cylinders 

several cylinders have to act together in order to achieve the desired motion function. This may 

reduce the total number of required actuators on the cost of the aforementioned benefits of the 

independent cylinders.    

The direction of the plunge motion can either be fixed in the direction of the machine; such is the 

case for the Mobile Miner, or it is free to move. Depending on which design principal to use the 

end result may vary. Fixed direction gives a smoother tunnel surface, however the disc cutters 

may be affected by forces other than in their optimal direction.  
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By combining all motion functions a machine with free plunge direction can operate as a 

machine with fixed plunge direction. This will however require a high level of control of the 

actuators used. It also requires not only the plunge- and lift motion to operate under load, but 

also the side motion. This is not something that is possible on the current Mobile Miner solution.     

The generated concepts are presented in detail in Table 2 - 10 below.  

Table 2. Description of concept 1. 

Concept #1 

Brief description 

Concept 1 consists of four hydraulic 

cylinders making up a parallelepiped 

which are attached between the cutter 

boom and the base as seen in Figure 8. 

The base is then mounted fixed to the 

main section of the TBM.  

 

Figure 8. Simplified CAD-model of concept 1.  

Cylinder mounting  

The piston rods are attached to the cutter boom using rod eyes with cylindrical bearings. The 

attachment between the cylinder end cap and the base is instead done with a rod eye and 

spherical bearing.  

Plunge motion Dependent, Free plunge direction 

By extending or retracting all four cylinders equally the cutter head will move back and forth 

along the x-axis.  

Lift motion Dependent 

By moving the lower cylinder pair relative to the upper cylinder pair the cutter head will rotate 

around a point somewhere between the upper piston rod and cylinder end cap. Depending of if 

the lower cylinder pair is then extracted or retracted this will either raise or lower the cutter head. 

Swing motion Dependent 

By moving the left or right cylinder pair the boom swings either left or right, making use of the 

extra degree of freedom the spherical bearings in the cylinder mountings provide.   

Advantages 

Uses only a small number of cylinders to achieve all the desired motion functions.  

Disadvantages 

Due to the angular misalignment restrictions of the spherical bearings allowing for a maximum 

angle of αmax±10° the required swing motion will not work and the concept is therefore excluded 

from the evaluation process.      
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Table 3. Description of concept 2. 

Concept #2 

Brief description 

This concept is an evolution of concept 

1 in order to resolve the angular 

misalignment restrictions set by the 

spherical bearings. Concept 2 consists 

just as concept 1 of four hydraulic 

cylinders connecting the cutter boom 

and the base together. However here the 

base can rotate around the z-axis, see 

Figure 9. The base is rotated with 

hydraulic cylinders, not illustrated in the 

figure.  

 
 

Cylinder mounting  

The mounting between the cylinder end caps and the rotating base is done by rod eyes with 

spherical bearings. Such is also the mounting between the lower piston rod pair and the cutter 

boom. However, unlike concept 1, the upper piston rod pair and the cutter boom are mounted 

fixed.   

Plunge motion Dependent, Free plunge direction 

Is achieved just as in concept 1 by moving all cylinders an equal distance. 

Lift motion Dependent 

The cutter head is raised or lowered by adjusting the lower cylinder pair relative to the upper 

cylinder pair. Unlike concept 1 the upper piston rods are mounted fixed on to the cutter boom. 

This restriction in rotational freedom ensures a rotation of the cutter head around the upper 

cylinder end cap mounting point when the cylinders are moved, giving a more desirable and 

easily controlled lift motion.  

Swing motion Independent 

By rotating the base the entire boom assembly is rotated and thereby swings to each side.   

Advantages 

Uses only a small number of cylinders to achieve all the desired motion functions. The mounting 

of the piston rods to the side of the cutter boom leads to a shorter and wider design which is 

preferable for the stiffness of the structure. 

Disadvantages 

The concept design is based on each pair of upper or lower cylinders moving identically but with 

different and changing forces which may lead control difficulties. Also the fixed mounting 

between the upper piston rod pair and the cutter boom requires higher manufacturing tolerances 

as well as the risk of subjecting the upper cylinders to radial forces.  

The increased width of the cutter boom may lead to clearance issues when at full swing.    

The actuators are subjected to radial forces due to the side force Fy affecting the cutter head.    

 

Figure 9. Simplified CAD-model of concept 2. 
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Table 4. Description of concept 3. 

Concept #3 

Brief description 

Concept 3 is a derivative of concept 2 

using the same system of hydraulic 

cylinders mounted on a rotating base, 

see Figure 10 .The difference between 

the concepts lies in the placement and 

number of cylinders. The motion of the 

rotating base is achieved by hydraulic 

cylinders, not illustrated in the figure.  

 

Figure 10. Simplified CAD-model of concept 3.  

Cylinder mounting  

Mounting of the lower cylinder pair is done by rod eyes with spherical bearings. The upper 

cylinder is mounted in a similar manner with a spherical bearing to the rotating base but is 

mounted fixed to the cutter boom. The cylinder mounting is thereby exactly the same as for 

concept 2 with the difference that the upper cylinder pair is reduced to a single cylinder.    

Plunge motion Dependent, Free plunge direction 

Plunge motion is achieved just as in concept 3 by moving all cylinders an equal distance. 

Lift motion Dependent 

Lift motion is achieved just as in concept 2.  

Swing motion Independent 

By rotating the base the entire boom assembly is rotated and thereby swings to the side, just as in 

concept 2.  

Advantages 

Only three actuators are used leading to simpler control of the actuators and less probability of 

tolerance issues due to over constraint.  

The actuators are mounted at the envelope surface of the cutter boom. This leads to a more 

narrow construction which may be preferable when turning. 

Disadvantages 

The piston rod placement leads to greater distance between the cutter head, where the forces act, 

and the mounting points at the rotatable base. This leads to higher structural requirement on the 

construction.    

The actuators are subjected to radial forces due to the side force Fy affecting the cutter head.    
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Table 5. Description of concept 4. 

Concept #4 

Brief description 

Concept 4 is the same as concepts 3 

presented above but with the difference 

being the mounting of the hydraulic 

cylinders, see Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. Simplified CAD-model of concept 4. 

Cylinder mounting  

The cylinder barrels are trunnion mounted to the rotating base which is equivalent to a 

cylindrical bearing. The piston rods are all mounted to the cutter boom using spherical bearings.  

Plunge motion Dependent, Free plunge direction 

The plunge motion is achieved just as in concept 3 by moving all cylinders an equal distance. 

Lift motion Dependent 

Lift motion is achieved almost as in concept 3 with the difference being the point of rotating for 

the cutter head.  This is due to the rotational freedom between the upper cylinder and the cutter 

boom. The point of rotation for the cutter head will thereby be located somewhere in between the 

two mounting points of the upper cylinder.   

Swing motion Independent 

Swing motion is achieved just as in concept 3. 

Advantages 

The trunnion mounts used to mount the hydraulic cylinders to the rotating base reduces the total 

length of the load bearing structure which is beneficial for the cylinders.   

The actuators are mounted at the envelope surface of the cutter boom. This leads to a more 

narrow construction which may be preferable when turning. 

Disadvantages 

Due to the cylindrical joint between the cylinder barrels and rotating base there is a high demand 

for narrow tolerances when assembling the structure. If the cylinders all point in different 

directions internal stresses will arise and the structure may break.      

The actuators are subjected to radial forces due to the side force Fy affecting the cutter head.    
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Table 6. Description of concept 5. 

Concept #5 

Brief description 

In contrast to the previous described concepts, concept 5 uses a single articulated arm in 

combination with a rotating base to move the cutter head as desired, see Figure 12. The two-part 

articulated arm gives the cutter head its plunge- and lift motion. This is achieved by the usage of 

four hydraulic cylinders mounted in pairs to rotate each of the two cylindrical joints connecting 

the two linkage arms. The cutter boom is rigidly attached to the upper linkage arm and the lower 

linkage arm is cylindrically articulated to the rotatable base. The base can rotate relative to the 

main section onto which it is mounted. The rotatable base is operated by hydraulic cylinders not 

illustrated in the figure.   

 

Figure 12. Simplified CAD-model of concept 5 shown from two different perspectives. 

Cylinder mounting  

All cylinders are mounted using spherical bearings to reduce the need for narrow tolerances and 

reduce the risk of loading the cylinders radially.   

Plunge motion Dependent, Free plunge direction 

Plunge motion is achieved by rotating the rotational joints using the hydraulic cylinders.   

Lift motion Dependent 

Same as for the plunge motion. 

Swing motion Independent 

Swing motion is achieved by rotating the rotatable base which swings the entire articulated arm 

structure either left or right.  

Advantages 

By the usage of the articulated arm structure the cylinders are only affected by forces in their 

axial direction. The linkage arm structure takes up all the torsional- and side forces which is 

beneficial for the cylinders. 

Disadvantages 

Due to the mounting arrangement of the cylinders and the lever arm they create, the force 

required by the actuators are multiplied leading to high required actuator force and high bearing 

loads. 
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Table 7. Description of concept 6. 

Concept #6 

Brief description 

Concept 6 is a derivative solution to concept 5 

to try and create a solution where the cylinders 

are placed in a more preferable direction to 

minimize the required cylinder force and 

bearing loads. In concept 6 a component 

shaped as a cross is used to allow for rotation 

around the two axles x and z, see Figure 13. 

This enables the articulated arm structure to 

swing either up or down, or to the sides. 

Figure 13. Simplified CAD-model of concept 6. 

Cylinder mounting  

Same as concept 5, with the additional two cylinders for the added rotational freedom around the 

y-axis. 

Plunge motion Dependent, Free plunge direction 

Due to the extra rotational freedom the inclination angle of the articulated arm structure can be 

changed to minimize the required cylinder forces. This requires, in addition to the actuators 

needed to operate the rotational joints of the articulated arm, also the rotation of the cross 

component around the y-axis.  

Lift motion Dependent 

Same as for the plunge motion.     

Swing motion Independent 

Same as concept 5. 

Advantages 

Same as concept 5. 

Ability for a more beneficial orientation of cylinders by adjusting the inclination of the linkage 

arm structure. 

Disadvantages 

 Same as concept 5. 

Additional complexity and control issues due to the additional rotational freedom and the 

actuators required to control it.  
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Table 8. Description of concept 7. 

Concept #7 

Brief description 

The concept consists of two angled articulated 

arms. This allows the cutter head to move in a 

reciprocating motion. The arms create a V-

shape in order to create a stable structure 

which only allows for motion in the desired 

direction. The articulated arm is moved by 

hydraulic cylinders and are mounted on a 

rotatable base attached to a cross component, 

just as in concept 6. For illustration see Figure 

14. This solution will provide fully 

independent motion functions unlike the 

previous described concepts.  

 

Figure 14. Simplified CAD-model of concept 7 with the 

V-shape of the articulated arm clearly visible. 

Cylinder mounting  

The cylinders used to move the cross component are mounted at each end of the cylinder using 

spherical bearings. The need for narrow tolerance spans is thereby reduced along with the risk of 

the cylinders being subjected to radial loads. The cylinders mounted on the articulated arm are 

trunnion mounted at one end and mounted with spherical bearings at piston rod end at the other. 

Trunnion mounts are used in order to ensure that the arms can be folded completely to reduce the 

total length of the construction.     

Plunge motion Independent, Free plunge direction 

By extracting or retracting the cylinders inside the articulated arm the cutter head is moved back 

and forth along the x-axis. 

Lift motion Independent 

Lift motion is achieved by rotating the assembly around the y-axis of the cross component, hence 

the center line of the horizontal axle of the cross component is fixed in relation to the main 

section. 

Swing motion Independent 

Swing motion is achieved by rotation of the base around the z-axis of the cross component. 

Advantages 

The articulated arm structure ensures that the hydraulic cylinders are only affected in their axial 

direction as well as to increase the overall stiffness of the construction.  

All motion functions are independent giving easier control and opportunity to use more task- 

optimized cylinders. 

Disadvantages 

The design requires several joints throughout the structure which may lower the dynamical 

stiffness of the construction.  

Due to the V-shape of the linkage arm structure there is a possibility for the structure to break 

itself if the two cylinders achieving the plunge motion is not controlled properly since the design 

does not allow for any side movement. In addition to this the structure will become quite wide 

when in retracted position in order to achieve the desired plunge depth.          
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Table 9. Description of concept 8. 

Concept #8 

Brief description 

In concept 8 all motion functions are 

independent just as in concept 7. The 

main difference between the two 

concepts lies in the support structure 

used for the plunge motion. Here a 

torque tube is used instead of the angled 

articulated arms, just as in the Mobile 

Miner machine. The torque tube is a 

telescopic boom that extracts and 

retracts together with the hydraulic 

cylinders inside. The cross components 

which enables the lift- and swing motion 

of the cutter boom has a different design 

due to the difference in support 

structure. The torque tube is suspended 

inside this cross component leading to 

that the entire torque tube moves when 

moving the cutter head in the yz-plane. 

The concept is shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Simplified CAD-model of concept 9. 

Cylinder mounting  

All cylinders are mounted at their ends with spherical bearings.  

Plunge motion Independent, Free plunge direction 

When the torque tube is extracted it moves the cutter head forward. Same procedure can be done 

in reverse for the retraction of the cutter head.  

Lift motion Independent 

Rotation of the cross component around the y-axis rotates the entire torque tube structure and 

lifts up the cutter head. 

Swing motion Independent 

Rotation of the cross component around the z-axis rotates the entire torque tube structure and 

swings the cutter head to the sides.  

Advantages 

The support structure given by the torque tube gives stability and ensures that the hydraulic 

cylinders are only affected in their axial direction.  

Fully independent motion functions gives easier control and cylinder dimensioning.    

Disadvantages 

The torque tube requires linear guides which are costly and require high tolerances. Also the 

accessibility of the actuators located inside the torque tube is limited. 

This torque tube concept solutions is not very original due to its similarities to Atlas Copco’s 

current TMBs.  
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Table 10. Description of concept 9. 

Concept #9 

Brief description 

In all the above described concepts the plunge motion is in the same direction as the cutter head, 

referred to as ‘free plunge direction’. In concept 9 the plunge motion instead fixed in relation to 

the main section of the machine, and it is only the boom that swings and moves in the yz-plane, 

referred to as fixed plunge direction. It is this motion principle that is in place on the current 

conceptual design of the Mobile Miner machine.  

The concept is shown in Figure 16 and has a rectangular torque tube inside the fixed mounted 

torque tube base and is extracted/retracted using two hydraulic cylinders. At the end of the 

torque tube there is the boom link, a cross shaped component similar to the one in concept 7. By 

controlling a set of the hydraulic cylinders the boom link either swings the boom from side to 

side or up and down. This concept is in many ways similar to Atlas Copco’s Reef Miner concept 

excavator machine.  

 

Figure 16. Simplified CAD-model of concept 9. 

Cylinder mounting  

Same as concept 8 

Plunge motion Independent, Fixed plunge direction 

Same as concept 8 

Lift motion Independent 

Same as concept 8 

Swing motion Independent 

Same as concept 8 

Advantages 

Same as concept 8 along with the advantages that comes from having a fixed plunge direction 

(see previous section). 

Disadvantages 

Same as concept 8 along with the disadvantages that comes from having a fixed plunge direction 

(see previous section). 
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3.2.1 Structural additions 

All the above presented concepts can be combined with the usage of a telescopic- or an 

articulated arm alongside with the hydraulic cylinders. The main purpose of this support 

structure is to take up the torsional- and side forces that the structure is subjected to in order to 

ensure that the cylinders are only subjected to axial forces. In the case of a linkage arm structure 

the stroke length of the actuator can be also be enlarged by the use of such a solution.  

3.3 Concept evaluation  

The generated concepts were evaluated using a weighted PUGH-matrix presented in the chapter 

below. Not all the generated concepts were in the evaluation process since concept 4 is an 

evolution of concept 1-3 and concept 6 can be seen as an alternative solution of concept 5. The 

current Mobile Miner concept was set as the benchmark solution which all other concepts were 

compared to. 

 

3.3.1 PUGH-matrix 

In the PUGH-matrix each concept is compared to the benchmark concept in a number of 

different factors. These factors can each be described by a question which is presented in Table 

11. Since the designed concepts to be evaluated are all assumed to fulfill the requirements 

specification regarding the demanded motion capabilities the factors set to assess the concepts 

are not derived from the requirements specification. They are instead chosen to illuminate the 

key features, benefits and drawbacks of each evaluated concept. The factors thereby illuminate 

not what the different concept does, but how well they do it.  

Table 11. Description of the different factors assessed in the PUGH-matrix.  

Factor Description 

Risk of self-breakage 
Is it possible for the structure to tare itself apart 

if the cylinders are controlled improperly?  

Control 
Are each motion function independent of each 

other? 

Service 
Is there easy access to the cylinders or are they 

inside tight compartments?  

Manufacturing 

Does the manufacturing require high tolerances 

on flat surfaces or are a turning machine 

sufficient?  

Size 
How large is the construction when the cutter 

head is in its closet position? 

Plunge motion How well is the plunge motion achieved? 

Lift motion How well is the lift motion achieved? 

Swing motion How well is the swing motion achieved? 

Bearings 
Does the concept solution require linear or 

radial bearings? Radial bearings are preferred. 

Originality 
Is the concept solution original, does it differ 

significantly from the benchmark solution? 
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The weighted PUGH-matrix in which the different concepts are evaluated is displayed in Table 

12 below.     

Table 12. Weighted PUGH-matrix for the concept evaluation. 

 Concept 

Factors Weight Benchmark #4 #5 #7 #8 #9 

Risk of self-breakage 5 0 - 0 - 0 0 

Control 2 0 - - 0 0 0 

Service 2 0 + + + 0 0 

Manufacturing 3 0 + + + 0 0 

Size 4 0 + + - 0 0 

Plunge motion 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Swing motion 5 0 + + + + + 

Lift motion 5 0 0 0 - - - 

Bearings 3 0 + + - 0 0 

Originality 3 0 + + + 0 0 

  SUM: 13 18 -4 0 0 

 

The result of the PUGH-matrix is shown in the last row of the table where concept 5 is the 

concept with the highest score and is considered to be the most desirable. However due to the 

possibility to influence the result depending on the selected properties and weight factors the 

result from the PUGH-matrix is accompanied with a discussion regarding the results. 

 

PUGH-matrix discussion 

Concept 5 is a suitable concept to move forward with since it not only scores the highest on the 

PUGH-matrix but since it also differs considerably from the current benchmark solution. This is 

shown by its high score in the originality factor. Comparing concept 5 with the runner up, 

concept 4, it becomes clear that this concept is more thought through and deals more with the 

potential problems that may arise, such as the support structure to ensure that the hydraulic 

cylinders are not subjected to radial forces. The possibility to be able to mount the cylinders at 

their end points using spherical bearings is also a good sign due to its positive effect on the 

tolerances as mentioned in chapter 2.3. Unlike concept 4 and 7 it is also difficult for concept 5 to 

be able to break itself apart, even when controlled poorly, which is a highly useful feature. The 

concept of a linkage arm design is also a proven design in other heavy duty equipment such as 

excavators, cranes etc. It was therefore decided to move forward with concept 5 for further 

concept refinement.   
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3.4 Concept refinement 

From the preliminary concept 5 it is given that the design will consist of an articulated arm 

structure made up of two linkage arms connected to each other via a rotational joint. The cutter 

head will be mounted directly onto the front linkage arm. This component will thereby be a 

combination of a linkage arm and cutter head boom.  

Movement along the z-axis and x-axis will be achieved by manipulating the linkage arm 

structure using two pair wise mounted hydraulic cylinders. Rotation around the z-axis, which 

gives the ability to move the cutter head along the y-axis is achieved by a rotatable base or boom 

link, operated by an additional pair of hydraulic cylinders.      

This type linkage arm structure is possible in many different configurations. The overall 

configuration therefore needed to be decided and the concept refined into a single functional 

design. In order to address this issue the four main configurations possible were compared and 

evaluated as described in the chapter below.  

In the evaluation and dimensioning process only one load case, load case 1, is taken into 

consideration. Load case 1 is when all forces, Fx, Fy and Fz specified in the requirements 

specification is acting on the cutter head center in the direction of the positive coordinate axles. 

To the force Fz the gravitational pull, m∙g, on the structure is added where m=70000 kg and 

g=9,81 m/s
2
. Depending on the position of the cutter head this will give rise to different reaction 

forces.        

 

3.4.1 Main configuration evaluation 

Four main linkage arm configurations were evaluated, see Figure 17. These configurations all 

resemble each other and use two linkage arms connected to each other via a rotational joint. The 

difference between the configurations is the placement of the joints and consequently the 

primary placement of the cylinders. The rotatable base responsible for the swing motion is the 

same for all main configurations and independent of the linkage arm solution. This was therefore 

not included in the main configuration evaluation.  

 

Figure 17. Illustration of the four different articulated arm configurations evaluated. Red lines illustrate hydraulic 

cylinders and black bold lines linkage arms. The cutter head, which is to be moved, 

 is displayed as the big hollow circle.   
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The nomenclature used for all four configurations are presented in Figure 18. The Lower link 

arm is the arm which is connected to the rotatable base at one end, Joint 1. Attached to the other 

end, Joint 2, is the Upper link arm which also acts as the cutter boom onto which the cutter head 

is mounted. Cylinder pair 1 is the cylinder pair that runs between the rotatable base and the 

lower link arm whereas Cylinder pair 2 is the cylinder pair that runs between the two linkage 

arms. Cylinder pair 3, not present in the figure, is the two cylinders that turn the rotatable base. 

The rotatable base is also not directly illustrated in the figure but includes all the fixed mounting 

points present in the illustration.        

 

Figure 18. Display of the nomenclature used for the different components of the concepts.  

When evaluating the configurations following was considered: 

- Required actuator forces 

- Possible actuator mounting solutions (trunnion mounting or mounting at cylinder ends) 

- Proportionality between the linear actuators to ease control 

- Bearing loads and bearing sizes 

- Spatial restrictions (reach of structure, clearance for apron, roof, walls etc.) 

All calculations were made with three MATLAB based calculation tools, one for each of the 

configurations 1, 3 and 4. For complete MATLAB script see Appendix A-C. No such evaluation 

tool for configuration 2 was developed since it early on was found that this configuration was 

unsatisfactory because to the large cylinder forces required due to unfavorable lever arm lengths.   

The result of the main configuration evaluation was that configuration 4 is most suitable. This 

configuration requires less actuators and space than configuration 1. It has also more favorable 

cylinder loads than configuration 3 as well as the capability of mounting the cylinders at the ends 

rather than with trunnion mounts. Due to the force difference between push and pull for 

hydraulic cylinders the load distribution between configuration 3 and 4 will vary. In 

configuration 4 the upper linkage arm will be subjected to larger loads due to the pushing of 

cylinder pair 2. The lower linkage arm will instead be subjected to a smaller load due to the 

pulling of cylinder pair 1. Early FEM-calculations showed that the lower linkage arm is more 

sensitive to high stresses so it is preferable to try and minimize the forces acting on this 

component.  

The selected configuration, configuration 4, was to be further refined which is described in the 

rest of the chapter.  
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3.4.2 Detailed configuration 

The force calculations to calculate the required cylinder forces and the reaction forces in the 

joints that rise from these are based on a planar two dimensional setup as illustrated in Figure 19. 

Figure 19. Free body diagram of the detailed configuration of concept 5. The forces for all configurations have been 

calculated using the same method and nomenclature.  

All forces are equally divided amongst the two symmetrical halves of the construction. The force 

calculation is derived assuming static equilibrium hence no notice to the dynamic effects has 

been taken at this time. These force calculations are based on the cutter head being affected by 

load case 1.     

In the developed MATLAB evaluation tool several geometrical parameters can be adjusted in 

order to achieve the desired functionality of the design. The nomenclature of these geometrical 

parameters, and the schematic detailed configuration of concept 5, configuration 4, is shown in 

Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20. Schematic illustration of the detailed configuration of the linkage arm design. Green arrows indicate the 

specific length each geometrical parameter represents. 

The exact linkage arm lengths and mounting points for the cylinders can not only be determined 

by the cylinder forces required but are instead an iterative process due to the strict spatial 

restrictions. The decided geometry is therefore a compromise where the structure meets all the 

spatial requirement and the required cylinder forces are small but the cylinders can still be 

mounted at the end points using spherical bearings. It is preferable from a manufacturing and 

assembly perspective since it lowers the tolerances required for assembly as well as it requires 

less space on the side of each cylinder compared to trunnion mounted cylinders.  
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The decided geometrical parameters are listed in Table 13. 

Table 13. List of assigned parameter values for the refined concept.  

Parameter Length [m] 

L11x 2.1 

L11z 1.4 

Lback 2.1 

Lfront 3.5 

H21 0.7 

H12 0.6 

L22 2.7 

H22 0.7 

 

3.4.3 Cylinder specification 

All motion is, as mentioned, achieved by large hydraulic cylinders. These are mounted in 

symmetrical pairs on each side of the structure. In total three pair wise mounted cylinders are 

required leading to that three unique cylinders, and six cylinders in total, are required. Given the 

specified parameters the required cylinder force, as a function of plunge depth, Lplunge, and 

plunge height, Hplunge, is as shown in Figure 21 for cylinder pair 2 and 3. The plotted forces is the 

total force required by each cylinder pair.   

 

Figure 21. Graph over the required cylinder forces for the two cylinder pairs achieving the lift- and plunge motion.  
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As seen in the graph above the red and blue lines, showing the force required from each cylinder 

pair 1 and 2, are not parallel. This means that the forces required from the cylinders are not 

proportional to each other. For when controlling the xz-movement of the articulated arm two 

pumps are therefore required, one for each cylinder pair.    

The maximum required cylinders force for the turning cylinders, cylinder pair 3, for the swing 

motion function is F3= 4470 kN and is required when the cutter head is at full plunge-depth and 

plunge-height, see Appendix C,  

The calculated cylinder specifications for each cylinder are listed in Table 14 with the aid of 

Figure 22 for geometry clarification. The cylinder size was calculated with the assumption that 

the hydraulic pressure is pmax=280 MPa in accordance with the requirements specification.  

 

Figure 22. Schematic illustration of a hydraulic cylinder with the variables for the key dimensions displayed.  

Table 14. Specification for each unique cylinder pair. 

 Numerical values [mm]  

Parameter Cylinder 1 Cylinder 2 Cylinder 3 

Piston diameter, Dp 514 482 451 

Piston rod diameter, Dpr 257 241 225,5 

Barrel diameter, Db 614 582 551 

Stroke, S 1483 1838 1150 

Shaft diameter, Ds 150 150 150 

Minimum total length, Ltot 2322 2682 - 

 

The cylinders used in the CAD-model follow these geometrical specifications in order to be of 

correct size but are in all other aspects considered to be ‘dummy’ models. The cylinders used 

does thereby not correspond to any stock-held commercially available cylinder and therefore 

lack detailed design features such as seals, flow channels, connectors etc.  

The exact decision of which cylinders to use and the auxiliary equipment that goes with them 

does not fit within the scope of this project and has been set as delimitation.  

The piston rod diameter has been dimensioned against Euler’s buckling case number 3. No 

consideration to the internal friction of the cylinders has been taken.     

All cylinder calculations has been made using the MATLAB evaluation program; see Appendix 

C for full script.   
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3.4.4 Bearing specification 

Throughout the design two plain bearings will be used in each of the rotational joints between 

the three different components.  The bearings in joint 1 and 2 will be affected by both radial- and 

axial forces. The radial forces consist of both the planar reaction forces R1, R2 R3, and R4 as well 

as the reaction forces, R12,x, R12,z, R34,x and R34,z, that occur due to moment which is created by the 

side force Fy normal to the plane. It is assumed that these moment reaction forces only act as 

radial forces and not as axial forces on the bearings. The planar radial reaction forces in the two 

joints are presented in Figure 23. The graph shows the forces as a function of the cutter head 

position and this is the total reaction forces for the two-sided joints.    

 

Figure 23. Graph of the reaction forces that occur in the two joints, see Figure 19 for nomenclature. 

The radial forces due to the reaction moment is given by equation 1-4 

 𝑅12,𝑧 =
𝐹𝑦 × 𝑥3

𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚
 (eq. 1) 

 𝑅12,𝑥 =
𝐹𝑦 × 𝑧3

𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚
 (eq. 2) 

 𝑅34,𝑧 =
𝐹𝑦 × (𝑥3 − 𝑥2)

𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚
 (eq. 3) 

 𝑅34,𝑥 =
𝐹𝑦 × (𝑧3 − 𝑧2)

𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚
 (eq. 4) 
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where x2, x3, z2, and z3 is the x- and z-position of joint 2 and the cutter head center respectively. 

warm is the width of the linkage arm structure, being the distance between the center of the two 

bearings each joint consists of. The bearing force, B1 and B2, of each joint is thereby given by   

 𝐵1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

{
 

 √(
𝑅1

2
+ 𝑅12,𝑧)

2

+ (
𝑅2

2
+ 𝑅12,𝑥)

2

√(
𝑅1

2
− 𝑅12,𝑧)

2

+ (
𝑅2

2
− 𝑅12,𝑥)

2
  (eq. 5) 

 𝐵2 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

{
 

 √(
𝑅3

2
+ 𝑅34,𝑧)

2

+ (
𝑅4

2
+ 𝑅34,𝑥)

2

√(
𝑅3

2
− 𝑅34,𝑧)

2

+ (
𝑅4

2
− 𝑅34,𝑥)

2
. (eq. 6) 

Depending on the position of the cutter head and the direction of the loads affecting it, the 

direction of the two sets of reaction forces may either be added or subtracted to each other. Since 

the worst case scenario is of interest in the dimensioning of the bearings the case where the 

forces are added to each other is chosen, being the max-value in the two sets of equations above.  

Given the position of the cutter head affected by the forces in load case 1 the two radial bearing 

forces, B1 and B2, is as shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24. Graph of the radial forces acting on the bearings in joint 1 and 2. 

The axial forces, Fjoint,flange, in the bearings of joint 1 and 2 is 

 
𝐹𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

𝐹𝑦

2
. (eq. 7) 
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The rotatable base is suspended in two cylindrical joints to the support structure, referred to as 

joint 3. The bearing load in the joints to the rotational base and the support structure was 

calculated in a similar manner as for the bearings of joint 1 and 2. The radial forces on the 

bearings will not only consist of the force Fx and the force difference between the turning 

cylinders (cylinder pair 3) push- and pull force which is 0.25F3. But it will also consist of the 

reaction forces, Fbase,x and Fbase,y, that occur because to the moment that is created due of the fact 

that the cutter head is located away from the rotatable base. These reaction forces are  

 
𝐹𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑥 =

𝐹𝑧+𝑚𝑔∗(𝑥3+0.65)−𝐹𝑥(𝑧3−0.8125)

2.035
  (eq. 8) 

and 

 
𝐹𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑦 =

𝐹𝑦(𝑧3−0.8125)

2.035
. (eq. 9) 

The constants 0.8125 m and 0.65 m given in the equations are the distances between where the 

forces act, joint 1, and the middle of the center axle between the bearings.  The length 2.035 m is 

the distance between the centers of the two bearings that hold up the rotatable base, see Figure 

25. 

 

Figure 25. Illustration of the rotatable base with the different distances of 

 interest for the moment calculation marked.   

The total radial force acting on each bearing suspending the rotatable base thereby becomes 

 
𝐹𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 = √𝐹𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑦

2 + (𝐹𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑥 + 𝐹𝑥)2 + 0.25𝐹3 (eq. 10) 

and the flange load for the same bearings are 

 𝐹𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝐹𝑧 +𝑚𝑔. (eq. 11) 

The maximum forces acting on the bearings, calculated using equation 1 – 11 above, which is 

the basis for the bearing dimension process, is given in Table 15.  
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Table 15. Calculated maximum bearing forces. 

Bearing force Numerical value [MN] 

B1 14.1 

B2 9.4 

Fjoint,flange 2.4 

Fbase,radial 13.3 

Fbase,flange 3.1 

 

As the bearings are required to be able to take both radial and axial loads they may therefore 

consist of both a sleeve and flange. For the concept design a bearing with such a design, which is 

illustrated in Figure 26 was assumed, and the design specifications for the bearings used in the 

analysis are specified in Table 16 below.  

 

Figure 26. Schematic illustration of a plain bearing with the principal dimension parameter displayed. 

Table 16. Principal bearing dimensions 

 Numerical value [mm] 

Parameter Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 

Width, w 350 200 400 

Inner diameter, d 450 450 400 

Flange diameter, D 600 600 520 

Wall thickness, b 25 25 25 

 

Bearing pressure, P, is estimated by 

 𝑃 =
𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

𝑑×𝑤
. (eq. 12) 

The calculated bearing pressures using the data presented in Table 15 and Table 16 along with 

equation 12 are presented in Table 17. 
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Table 17. Estimated bearing pressures at sleeve and flange. 

 Numerical value [MPa] 

Pressures Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 

Sleeve 90 107 95 

Flange 31 31 21 

 

It is assumed that the bearing matrix material is manganese bronze, CuZn25Al5Mn4Fe3-C, 

having the properties specified in Table 18 (Lagermetall AB). Along with this a suitable 

lubricant is needed, either added onto the bearing such as grease or oil, or integrated in the 

bearing matrix, such as the WF750/1A or OILES500 from Lagermetall AB and Johnsson-metall 

AB respectively.   

Table 18. Bearing material properties 

Property Value 

Max static pressure, ps 250 [MPa] 

Max dynamic pressure, pd 140 [MPa] 

Max peripheral velocity, v 2 [m/s] 

Max pv-value, pv 20 [MPa∙m/s] 

 

In order for the bearings to work properly and achieve their desired performance the bearing seat 

surface needs to be of sufficient hardness, about 300 HB (Lagermetall AB). This can be done in 

several ways, for example by partial surface treatment of the component on the desired surface, 

such as nitriding (Suresh, 1998). Another way is to manufacture a bearing seat from a harder and 

stronger material and insert that into the correct placement on the linkage arm.   

The peripheral speed of the bearing is assumed low such that it does not exceed the maximum 

allowable sliding speed of the bearing material. This assumption is plausible since the excavation 

speed of the machine is low.    

All bearing calculations were made using the MATLAB evaluation program; see Appendix C for 

full script.   
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3.4.5 CAD-model 

A CAD-model of the final concept was developed to use in the analysis process and can be seen 

in Figure 27 and Figure 28. Due to spatial restrictions the cylinders are forced to be mounted on 

the sides of the linkage arms rather than in line with them. A more detailed description of the 

final concept will follow in chapter 3.5 Final concept.  

 

Figure 27. CAD-model of the final concept in its retracted position. Yellow components indicate the components 

that have been designed.  

 

 

Figure 28. CAD-model of the final concept in extended position.  

The blue component is a ‘dummy’ support structure onto which the rotatable base is mounted. 

This component is not to be dimensioned but is instead used to better visualize the component 

design as well as to aid with the verification and analysis of the concept.  
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3.4.6 Static stress calculations 

All static calculations are based on load case 2 which is the worst case scenario of load case 1. 

This will occur when the cutter head is fully extended outwards and at the lowest floor level, 

referred to as  the position, Hplunge=-0.2 m and Lplunge=1.5 m.  

In accordance to the requirements specification the material selected for the structural 

components is low allowed steel due to its ease of welding, repair and modification works. The 

selected steel is SS 2225 which is both suitable for casting and welding. Depending on the 

thickness of the material and the finishing treatments of the steel, such as case hardening or 

nitriding, the stress-strain properties of the steel varies.  

For the case of stress level analysis the stress-strain properties were assumed to be (Kihlbergs 

stål AB);   

- Yield strength: Rp0.2≈450 [MPa]  

- Tensile strength: Rm≈1000 [MPa]  

The maximum allowed static stress, σmax, given by von Mises is given by 

 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑅𝑝0.2

𝑛𝑠
→ {𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛} →

450 𝑀𝑃𝑎

1.5
= 300 𝑀𝑃𝑎, (eq. 13) 

where ns is the safety factor used in accordance to the requirements specification. 

The stress levels in almost all designed components are calculated using FEM. Exception being 

the shafts connecting the different components and the bearings between them. These have been 

dimensioned according to the maximum allowable shear stress, τmax, in accordance to equation 

14 and 15 below. D and d is the shaft outer- and inner diameter respectively, and F is the force 

acting on the shaft.    

 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
0.6𝑅𝑚

𝑛𝑠
→ {𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛} →

0.6×1000 𝑀𝑃𝑎

1.5
= 400 𝑀𝑃𝑎, (eq.14) 

 𝜏 =
4𝐹

𝜋(𝐷2−𝑑2)
. (eq. 15) 

  

FEM-calculations 

Stresses in the upper linkage arm, lower linkage arm and the rotatable base were calculated using 

FEM with the aid of ANSYS Workbench 14. Since the final detailed design is not made but only 

a conceptual functional design, focus was set on the main structural stresses that occur in the 

structure rather than individual stress concentrations. In the analysis there may therefore be local 

stress concentrations which exceed the maximum allowed stress σmax. These stress 

concentrations are considered to be able to be reduced by further design finishes carried out in an 

eventual detailed design phase.  

Analyzed load case for all components was load case 2. The result from the analysis for each 

individual part is presented below. 

 

Upper linkage arm (cutter boom) 

The load case setup for the upper linkage arm is displayed in Figure 29. The shaft connecting the 

two mounting points of the cutter head is there to act as the force transferring member which 

during actual operation would be the cutter head. The CAD-model analyzed here is a slightly 

simplified version of the CAD-model presented above in order to achieve a good mesh.     
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Figure 29. The ANSYS load case setup for the upper linkage arm. 

The analysis results from the above setup are shown in Figure 30. The color scale for the stresses 

is logarithmic in order to better visualize the stress variations throughout the component. 

Maximum stress occurs at the base of the shaft running through the mounting points of the cutter 

head. This is however as stated above only a ‘dummy’ shaft which is not present in reality. The 

stresses that occur here could therefore be neglected. The overall structural stresses in the rest of 

the structure are all within reason. Stress concentrations occur at the flange bearing seat for the 

plain bearings. Most part of these stresses does however not exceed 450 MPa and is possible to 

manage during the detailed design phase. 

 

Figure 30. Result from FEM-calculation for stress distribution on a CAD-model for the upper linkage arm. 
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Lower linkage arm  

Figure 31 shows the load case setup used in the ANSYS analysis for the lower linkage arm. The 

lower linkage arm is subjected to the forces generated by cylinder pair 1 and 2 along with the 

reaction forces at the two rotational joints, joint 1 and 2. In addition to this a side force, Fy, 

affects one side of the structure. Here a simplified version of the above presented CAD-model is 

used in order to be able to achieve a good mesh.  

 

Figure 31. ANSYS load case setup for the lower linkage arm. 

The result from the ANSYS calculations is shown in Figure 32. The structural stresses fulfill the 

requirement of σmax=300 MPa. There are however some stress concentrations. These occur 

primarily at the flange bearing seat for the plain bearing at joint 1.    

 

Figure 32. Result from the FEM ANSYS calculation on the CAD-model for the lower linkage arm. 
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Rotatable base 

The rotatable base is the link between the main section and the articulated arm structure. It is to 

this that both the lower linkage arm, along with its cylinders, are attached as well as the turning 

cylinders. This component is therefore subjected to high loads. The load case analysed in 

ANSYS is displayed in Figure 33. Below in Figure 34 is the result from the analysis displayed. 

Here high local stress concentrations at the base of the turning arms exist along with stress 

concentrations at the support section at the cylinder end cap mounting. All of these sections are 

possible to dimension to eliminate these stress concentrations. Overall stress level is within the 

specified limit.   

 

Figure 33. Representation of the load case analysed in ANSYS for the rotatable base. 

 

Figure 34. Results from FEM-calculations for stress distribution for the rotatable base. 
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3.4.7 Fatigue calculations 

Stated in the requirements specification is the wish that all structural components should be 

dimensioned for a service life of T>4000 hours of excavation time. In order to ensure that this 

requirement is fulfilled fatigue calculations was required. 

For the fatigue calculations it was assumed that the structure is subjected to a pulsating bending 

stress due to the specified excavation procedure, see chapter 2.2. No consideration to the 

dynamic effects from the cutter head has been taken, instead each plunge is considered as one 

loading cycle. It was estimated that excavating 1.5 meters takes 38 minutes and requires a 

maximum of 6 plunge motions. If this is repeated for the total excavation time of T=4000 h it 

corresponds to a total number of load cycles Nload=37895. The fatigue life was therefore set to 

Nfatigue≈40000 load cycles. The stress levels during these load cases will primarily be below yield 

strength as shown by the FEM-calculations in the previous chapter and it is thereby a question of 

high cycle fatigue (HCF).   

In order to control if the structure fulfills the fatigue life requirement a reduced linearized Haigh 

diagram was combined with the data from the S-N curve at the desired fatigue life for the 

selected material. The Haigh diagram thereby shows the allowable stress combinations (middle- 

and amplitude stress, σa and σm) to achieve the desired service life.  

From the S-N curve for typical medium strength steels it was given that the fatigue strength σu,N 

when N≈40000 is σu,N≈0.6Rm (ASM, 1986). Given the specified low alloy steel SS 2225 where 

Rm=1000 MPa and Rp0,2=450 MPa the fatigue strength is σu,N=600 MPa. 

Given the finite fatigue life data a reduced linearized Haigh diagram was plotted, see Figure 35. 

The amplitude of the fatigue strength curve is reduced by the factor  

 
𝜆

𝐾𝐹𝐾𝐷𝐾𝑅
, (eq.16) 

where λ ,KF, KD and KR are reduction factors for technological dimension factor, indentation, size 

dependence and surface conditions respectively (Instutionen för hållfasthetslära, 2008). These 

are set to λ=1, KF=1, KD=1,06 and KR=1.43 assuming the surface roughness is Ra=6.3 and given 

the specified geometry. The reduction factor thereby becomes 0.53.  

 

 

Figure 35. Reduced linearized Haigh diagram with the yield stress and work points displayed. 
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The area below the green line shows the allowable stress levels for the specified fatigue life. If 

geometrical tolerances are of importance the stress level should also be located below the blue 

line as well, to ensure that no plastic deformation occurs. The red line indicates the maximum 

stress levels for the most part of the structure, except for in the stress concentrations. The 

displayed stress levels was calculated by  

 𝜎𝑎 = 𝜎𝑚 =
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
→ {

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 300 𝑀𝑃𝑎
𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0 𝑀𝑃𝑎 

} → 𝜎𝑎 = 150 𝑀𝑃𝑎 (eq.17) 

where σmax=300 MPa is the permitted stress level if the safety factor is used. If the safety factor 

is ignored σmax=450 MPa and the stress levels are σa=σm=225 MPa which is at the yield strength 

limit. In both cases it can be seen that the stress level is located within the allowable area and the 

design fulfills the fatigue life requirement.  

3.5 Final concept 

In this chapter the design details of the final concept is presented. Figure 36 shows the final 

concept in its retracted position and Figure 37 in its extended position. The yellow components 

indicate the parts that have undergone the main design process and build up the structure. The 

blue component is a temporary support structure that has not undergone any dimensional design 

but is instead there to illustrate how the structure is intended to be mounted on the main section 

of the Mobile Miner machine.  

 

Figure 36. Rendered illustration of the final concept in the retracted position. The blue component indicated the 

temporary support structure. 

 

Figure 37. Rendered illustration of the final concept in the extended position. 
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To further visualize how the final design looks and is mounted Figure 38 displays an exploded 

view of the construction. Here are all components present. The hydraulic cylinders have not been 

exploded since they are intended to be mounted as one unit, rather than several individual pieces.  

 

Figure 38. Rendered exploded view of the final concept design, with all components displayed.  

All cylinders are, as mentioned, mounted at the cylinder end cap and piston rod using spherical 

bearings. They are attached using a shaft with a diameter Dshaft =150 mm which is fastened using 

a M42 washer and nut, see Figure 39. 

 

Figure 39. Piston rod mounting of one of the turning cylinders (cylinder pair 3).  
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In places where it is not possible to fasten the shaft using a washer and a nut on the opposite side, 

a screwed M22 bolt joint is used as illustrated in the upper left corner of Figure 39. Such is the 

case for the piston rod mounting of cylinder pair 1 and cylinder end cap mounting of cylinder 

pair 2.   

Figure 40 below shows the mounting of the lower linkage arm to the rotatable base, joint 1, and 

the lower mounting of the rotatable base to the support structure, joint 3. Both of these 

connections are made using a shaft stub attached with a bolted joint consisting of a series of M42 

screws. Inside the rotational joint, in the space created between the component and the shaft stub 

a plain bearing placed. The plain bearing allows for low frictional rotation of each joint while 

fully positioning the components axially. The same solution is made for the upper mounting of 

the rotatable joint and the support structure, see Figure 41.    

 

Figure 40. The joint between the lower linkage arm and the rotatable base, joint 1, as well as the lower rotational 

joint between the rotatable base and the support structure, joint 3. 

Visualized in Figure 41 is also the rotational joint between the upper- and lower linkage arms, 

joint 2. These joints are constructed using the same type of plain bearing to allow for rotational 

movement between the components. Instead of a shaft stub a shaft section is used since it is 

possible to support it on both sides. Since the shaft will not be subjected to any large axial forces 

many different types of axial placement can be used. In the figure it is positioned axially by press 

fit but it is however possible to use other types of axial placement such as a placement rod etc.   
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Figure 41. Rendering of the joint between the lower- and upper linkage arm, joint 2, with the hollow shaft section 

visible as well as the upper rotational joint between the rotatable base and the support structure, joint 3.  

 

3.5.1 Manufacturing suggestions  

Throughout the design process the primary manufacturing method is assumed to be casting in 

combination of additional finishing manufacturing methods such as welding and milling. In 

order to reduce manufacturing cost for casting the number of unique molds should be minimized. 

Due to the symmetric design of the construction it is possible to cast the linkage arms in smaller 

subsections rather than as one big component. This may have a positive effect on the cost of 

manufacturing since smaller components are both easier to manage as well as there is a bigger 

selection of manufactures who manufacture such components. In order to achieve these smaller 

castings the three main components could be manufactured in the way explained below.  

Upper linkage arm (cutter boom): The two sides of the upper linkage arm are identical if the 

cross plate and mounting brackets for the piston rods are removed. These can instead be attached 

afterwards. The upper linkage arm will thereby require two smaller molds instead of one large. If 

the cross plate is instead made of welded steel plates this further reduces the required number of 

casting molds to one smaller mold.  

Lower linkage arm: The lower linkage arm could be said to consist of two main linkage arm 

sections onto which a side structure for the mounting of the hydraulic cylinders are attached to 

either side. These two halves are then connected to each other via a rectangular beam section. 

These two main linkage arm sections are identical to each other and suitable for casting. The 

additional side structure along with the beam section could then be attached afterwards to 

complete the structure. 

Rotatable base: The current design of the rotatable base is not suitable for welding since 

stresses will occur in the weld regions; this component is therefore suitable to cast as one 

component. If another manufacturing method is desired the design has to be altered in order to 

reduce the stresses in the weld regions that will be present.  
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3.6 System verification 

To ensure that the designed concept fulfills the requirements set in the requirements specification 

in chapter Error! Reference source not found. they have to be verified. Below is the 

verification of all twelve requirements presented in accordance to the verification method 

specified in the requirements specification. 

 

Requirement 1-3 

The vertical reach of the linkage arm structure is displayed in Figure 42 and Figure 43 below. 

Each red line in the figures indicates a height level corresponding to the biggest and smallest 

tunnel height as stated in the requirements specification. 

 

Figure 42. Illustration of the lower reach of the concept design. Each of the desired height levels is displayed. 

 

 

Figure 43. Illustration of the upper reach of the concept design. Each height level is displayed to the right. 

 

Hplunge=6.0 m 

Hplunge=4.0 m 

Hplunge=0 m 

Hplunge=-0.2 m 

Hplunge=6.0 m 

Hplunge=4.0 m 

Hplunge=0 m 

Hplunge=-0.2 m 
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Horizontal reach of the structure is displayed in Figure 44. Each red line does here indicate a 

width level corresponding to the biggest and smallest tunnel width as stated in the requirements 

specification.  

 

Figure 44. Illustration of the horizontal reach of the concept design. Each width level is displayed. 

The plunge depth Lplunge fulfills the requirements specification of Lplunge=1.5 m  as seen in Figure 

45. The plunge depth is at the illustrated height level 7488-5884=1604 and 1604 mm>1500 mm.  

 

Figure 45. Articulated arm in retracted and extended position to shown the plunge depth Lplunge=1.5 m  

at the current height level. 

w=+2 m w=+3 m w=-2 m w=-3 m 
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The reach of all desired positions and the plunge depth Lplunge is also all calculated in the 

MATLAB evaluation code for concept 5, configuration 4, see Appendix C. 

 

Requirement 4-6 

The specified cylinders are able to achieve the desired cutter head forces of Fx=3700 kN, 

Fz=2400 kN and Fy=2400 kN, see MATLAB script Appendix C for full calculations. The 

structure is capable to withstand these forces and the reaction forces it gives rise to, as shown in 

the FEM-calculations in chapter 3.4.6. 

 

Requirement 7-8 

The distance between the bottom of the linkage arm structure and the tunnel floor, La, is 734.5 

mm and can be seen in Figure 46. This is slightly less than the wished requirement of La=1000 

mm but it will however most likely not cause a problem since the initial value from which this 

requirement value is based on is from a larger Atlas Copco mining machine. In their smaller 

machines, more similar to the size of the Mobile Miner machine the required apron space is less. 

It should also be mentioned that the support structure, displayed in blue in the figure is not 

accurately dimensioned. This distance La may therefore differ from the actual value if the 

concept is refined further in a detailed design phase.  

 

Figure 46. Demonstration of the space left between the designed structure and the tunnel floor, designated for the 

muck handling system. Illustrated is also the cutter head diameter. 

The cutter head has a diameter, Dcutter=4.0 m with a width of 1.5 m. These cutter head 

dimensions have been used for all CAD-models in the design process. However the cutter head 

used is a simplified version of the actual cutter head. The mounting solution used in the CAD-

model for the upper linkage arm and the cutter head will therefore differ from reality.     

 

Requirement 9 

The hydraulic cylinders used for the analysis and whom is shown in the CAD-model are based 

on a hydraulic pressure pmax=280 bar, see chapter 3.4.3. 

 

Requirement 10 

As shown in the fatigue life calculations performed in chapter 3.4.7 the design fulfills the 

requirement of a service life T>4000 h. 
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Requirement 11 

For the static stress calculations as well as for the fatigue calculations the safety factor ns=1,5 

have been used. For implementation see MATLAB code Appendix C and chapter 3.4.6. 

 

Requirement 12 

The low allow steel SS 2225 has been selected as the material for the three main components; the 

upper- and lower linkage arm and the rotatable base. The properties of this steel are the bases for 

the stress and fatigue calculations. For more detailed material specification see chapter 3.4.6. 
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter a discussion about the validity and premise of the work conducted are presented 

along with the conclusions that can be drawn from the work.   

4.1 Discussion 

There are many different ways to engineer a concept as the one presented in this paper. The final 

design depends in large parts on what design aspects to prioritize and on which assumptions has 

been made. Below is a discussion about these priorities and assumptions and their effect on the 

result.   

 

4.1.1 Stress calculations 

Only one load case has been evaluated, load case 1. In reality different load cases other than this 

one exist. When the cutter head is rotating and is pressed against the rock face additional reaction 

forces and torques will occur due to the disc cutters interaction with the rock. The forces will 

vary in time thereby being more dynamic than the static load case calculated against in the 

dimensioning process. In addition torques affecting the structure will exist due to the fact that the 

cutter head rotates and that there is severe friction between the cutter discs and rock face.  

This report strives only through wards a functional concept design and to achieve a proof of 

concept. The dimensioning is therefore made in order to get an estimate of the dimensions 

required in order to see if the design in plausible. This can be made with just one suitable load 

case studied, as performed in the report.    

The selected material is SS 2225, which depending on after treatment, dimension and exact 

material composition will have different tensile- and ultimate tensile strength performance. In 

this project the tensile strength is said to be significantly lower than the ultimate tensile strength 

since it is at this stage unknown which after treatment and exact material composition that will 

be used. The actual plastic hardening of the material may therefore in reality be less, and the 

tensile strength of the material may be larger than what is used for the calculations in this report. 

This will however not have any impact on the result of the analysis since an increased tensile 

strength will only increase the safety factor against failure for the different components.    

   

Fatigue calculations 

No account for the dynamic effects from the cutter head has been taken. In reality the number of 

load cycles will due to this be large and the structure has to be dimensioned against infinite 

lifetime fatigue rather than the N=40000 load cycles that is set in the report. However the stress 

amplitude from these load cycles will most likely be lower than what has been calculated and 

used in the fatigue calculation chapter. It will also change with time. Some sort of part failure 

theory such as Palmgrens method would therefore be required in order to get more accurate 

fatigue calculations.  

The Haigh diagram used is based on statistical analysis and the curves drawn are where there is a 

50% risk of fatigue failure. Absolute results can therefore not be drawn from the graph but it 

serves as an indicator of the likelihood of failure. No safety factors against the fatigue failure has 

been calculated since there are rather large uncertainties regarding the input data, especially from 

the S-N plot since no such plot for the actual material SS 2225 was found.   
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Aspects such as indentations, surface roughness and material flaws will also have a large impact 

on the fatigue calculations. These aspects have in large parts been assumed in the fatigue 

calculations and the result will vary depending on these choices.    

 

FEM-calculations 

Convergence test to assure that the calculated maximum stresses are accurate has not been 

conducted. Instead the number of elements/nodes has been chosen such that the overall structural 

stresses seems constant and does not change significantly given the nodal restrictions of the 

ANSYS Workbench 14 student license. The built in convergence test present in ANSYS are 

based on the convergence of the maximum stresses in a component. These stress concentrations 

is however in this case not of interest since it is the main structural stresses that is being 

analyzed. This type of convergence test will thereby be redundant and has therefore not been 

performed.  

 

4.1.2 Concept 

The weight factors for the PUGH-matrix have to large parts been assumed by the author of this 

report but is based on the accumulative project- and topic knowledge as well as common logic. 

Depending on the assigned weight factors the result of the PUGH-matrix evaluation may vary. 

That is why the accompanied discussion regarding the results of the PUGH-matrix evaluation 

was conducted. This was to ensure that the right concept was chosen for further evaluation, 

regardless of minor alterations to the PUGH-matrix design.  

 

4.1.3 Concept performance 

In order to achieve the desired cutting speed the hydraulic cylinders used to move the 

construction does not only have to be able to generate the required force but also do so with 

sufficient speed. Due to the large cylinder pistons a high volumetric flow of hydraulic fluid is 

required. To minimize energy losses laminar flow throughout the system is preferable, this is 

however contradictory to high flow given a set flow channel. The final design may therefore 

either not be able to produce the speeds required or the efficiency ratios wanted without putting 

high strain on the auxiliary equipment such as pumps, valves and tubing etc.      

When in operation falling rocks will be an issue not taken into account in the dimension and 

design process. Falling rock may damage the components leading to indentations and cracks 

which may affect the service life of the design. In order to protect the hydraulic cylinders of 

cylinder pair 2 from dust and falling debris these can be placed the other way around compared 

to what is illustrated in the CAD-models. By doing so, the barrels of the cylinders will be in 

closest contact to the cutter head, rather than the piston rods. These are less sensitive to dirt and 

damages than the piston rod, which will have a positive effect of the robustness of the 

construction.  

Service life of the design is only estimated via the fatigue calculations. The service life of all 

other components is assumed to be of sufficient length. For components which will be designed 

by third parties and bought as working systems, such as the hydraulic cylinders, this could be set 

as a requirement for the design when purchasing. Regarding other, in-house designed 

components, such as the bearings, the ware rate of these will to a high degree affect their service 

life. No such ware rate calculations has been made since the peripheral speed of the bearings 

along with their working conditions in large parts unknown. However it is assumed that their 

thickness of b=25 mm are sufficient to accommodate for the material loss due to wear that will 
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inevitably occur and that the radial play that follows from this wear is within the allowable 

region.         

The dynamic stiffness of the design has not been taken into account when designing the concept 

but has instead been set as a delimitation. For the disc cutters to work properly and the rock 

excavation to go as intended it is assumed that high stiffness of the excavation machine is 

required. The final concept design with its dependent hydraulic cylinders for the lift- and plunge 

motion may suffer from dynamic instability due to the spring effects of the different cylinders. 

The size of this spring action and its impact on the excavation procedure is to large parts 

unknown. This may or may not have a negative impact on the concepts performance.   

     

4.1.4 Component design 

The specified bearing design does not follow the industry recommendations for the relationship 

between its length and diameter due to spatial restrictions. This may lead to an increase in edge 

stresses of the bearing. The design is set as such to lower the overall bearing pressure given the 

spatial restrictions of the linkage arms. 

When calculating the bearing forces of the joints connecting the rotatable base to the support 

structure, joint 3, it is assumed that the forces from the turning cylinders, cylinder pair 3, act in 

the same direction as the rest of the radial forces acting on the bearing. This is in reality not the 

case but will act as a worst case scenario to dimension the bearing against.    

In order to give higher dynamic stiffness it is possible to use breaks added to the linear actuators 

of cylinder pair 3 for the rotatable base. This will give a stiffer design, however it will not be 

possible to adjust the swing when cutting. The effect of this will be that the plunge direction is 

free, leading to a less smooth tunnel profile.   

4.2 Conclusions 

The fundamental research question stated in chapter 1.2 can be answered as follows:  

Yes it is possible to achieve the desired motion functions of the Mobile Miner concept machine 

with the alternative concept solution presented in this paper.  

In addition to this several conclusions regarding the result can be drawn. These are presented in 

bullet form below without any particular order.  

 Center of mass will be moved forward compared to the current Mobile Miner concept 

machine. 

 The design is not capable of making a cut of full plunge depth if going from a narrower 

to a wider tunnel.  

 With the alternative concept solution there is a greater choice of possible tunnel profiles 

due to the variable plunge direction.  

 The main section of the Mobile Miner can be heavily reduced since there is no need for 

the telescopic arm, the torque tube.  

 There is less risk of stick-slip phenomenon occurring compared to the current Mobile 

Miners swing motion design.  

 There is no need for linear bearing since all joints are cylindrical joints.   

 The linkage arm components are suitable for casting. 
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 The articulated arm design for the lift- and plunge motion is compatible with other swing 

motion solutions.  

 Lockable cylinders could be used for the rotatable base for the swing motion to achieve 

greater stability.  

 The dynamic stiffness of the design are unknown due to the cylinders acting as springs. 

This may or may not impact the concepts excavation performance.    
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5 FUTURE WORK 

In this chapter the future work needed to take the functional concept design into a detailed 

design is roughly presented.   

5.1 Future work 

The designed construction is a functional design meaning that it on a conceptual level shows if 

the design is functional or not, if it fulfills its purpose and works as planned. If the design is 

instead intended to go to manufacturing a significant work effort is required to expand the 

functional design into a detailed design. Below is a list of the suggested deliverables needed to 

be done in such a detailed design phase. 

- Dynamic effects: Analyze the dynamic effect that occur when the cutter head is in 

operation and re-dimension the designed components for that load case. The fatigue 

calculations will also be affected by this analysis.  

- Auxiliary equipment: The bearings, cylinders etc. used in the design are simplified 

versions not corresponding to any commercially available components. These 

components need to be selected properly and the required equipment for these 

components needs to be added.  

- Modification for manufacturing: Only little consideration of the manufacturing of each 

component has been made. A more detailed look into the manufacturing methods 

available and the demands on the design are needed.  

- Detailed design: A detailed design taking into account all the changes caused by the 

above mentioned points. 

- Technical drawings: Technical drawings for both manufacturing and design purpose are 

required. 

- Physical manufacturing 

- Controls 

- Testing 
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7 APPENDIX 

In this chapter all appendixes for the thesis are presented. These give useful additional 

information to the interested reader but are not essential to the overall understanding of the 

theses.  

7.1 Appendix index 

The appendixes presented are: 

- Appendix A – MATLAB GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS, CONFIG 1 

Contains the main geometry calculations for configuration 1, concept 5, and the reaction 

forces that arise and the cylinder forces that are required.  

  

- Appendix B – MATLAB GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS, CONFIG 3 

Contains the main geometry calculations for concept 5, configuration 3, along with the 

forces that are present. Also includes calculations regarding bearing- and cylinder size, 

force proportionality etc.  

 

- Appendix C – MATLAB GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS, CONFIG 4 

Contains all calculations for concept 5, configuration 4. These include calculations 

regarding geometry and reach, forces, bearing size, shaft stresses, cylinder size, force 

proportionality etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

Appendix A – MATLAB GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS, 
CONFIG 1 
% By: David Viberg 

% This script is to act as the basis for the evaluation of configuration 1 

% of concept 5.  

  

% The coordinate system is: 

% x - forwards in the direction of the machine (forward is positive) 

% y - left and right (left is positive, seen in the forward direction of  

%     the machine) 

% z - up and down (up is positive) 

  

% Origo is set at the mounting point of the lower linkage arm and remains 

% constant. 

  

% 1 - Lower actuator  

% 2 - Upper actuator, 

% 3 - Second actuator to upper linkage arm 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Parameters <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Excavation parameters: 

L_plunge = 0;                   %[m] - Plunge depth 

H_plunge = -0.2;                %[m] - Raise of cutter head 

  

Fx = 3700e3;                    %[N] - Thrust force 

Fz = 2400e3;                    %[N] - Upwards force 

Fy = 2400e3;                    %[N] - Side force 

  

D_cutter = 4;                   %[m] - Cutter head diameter 

  

F_ratio = 0.75;                 %Force ratio between cylinder push and pull 

  

%  Geometrical parameters: 

L_min = 0.5 + D_cutter/2;       %[m] - Minimal length between joint 1 and  

                                %      cutter head center 

L_lower = 1.6;                  %[m] - Distance between joint 1 and 2 

L_lower_tot = 2.4;              %[m] - Total length of lower linkage arm  

L_upper = 1 + D_cutter/2;       %[m] - Length of upper linkage arm 

H_min = 1.4;                    %[m] - Distance between origo and cutter  

                                %      head center.  

  

L12 = 0;                        %[m] - Distance between lower actuator  

                                %      piston rod and middle joint 

L11x = -1;                      %[m] - Horizontal distance between lower  

                                %      actuator cylinder and lower joint  

L11z = -1.25;                   %[m] - Vertical distance between lower  

                                %      actuator cylinder and lower joint  

H12 = 0.25;                     %[m] - Perpendicular distance from piston  

                                %      rod 1 and lower linkage arm 

L21 = 0.75;                     %[m] - Distance between upper actuator  

                                %      cylinder and middle joint 

L22 = 1.5;                      %[m] - Distance between upper actuator  

                                %      piston rod and middle joint 

H22 = 0.25;                     %[m] - Distance normal to upper link and  

                                %      upper actuator piston rod 

H21 = 0.25;                     %[m] - Distance normal to upper link and  

                                %      upper actuator cylinder end cap 

L31 = L21;                      %[m] - Distance between upper actuator  



 

 

                                %      cylinder and middle joint 

L32 = L22;                      %[m] - Distance between upper actuator  

                                %      piston rod and middle joint 

H32 = H22;                      %[m] - Distance normal to upper link and  

                                %      upper actuator piston rod 

H31 = H21;                      %[m] - Distance normal to upper link and  

                                %      upper actuator cylinder end cap 

  

% Other parameters: 

m = 70000;                      %[kg] - Approximated weight of cutter head  

                                %       and boom structure 

g = 9.81;                       %[m/s^2] - Gravitational acceleration 

p_max = 28e6;                   %[Pa] - Maximum allows system pressure 

width = 2;                      %[m] - Distance between midpoint of  

                                %      bearings. (Width of structure) 

  

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Geometry calculations <<<<< 

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cutter = [L_min+L_plunge, H_plunge-H_min]; % Coord. Cutter head center 

x1=0; z1=0;                                % Coord. of joint 1 - Origo 

x3=Cutter(1,1); z3=Cutter(1,2);            % Coord. of joint 3. 

  

% Automatic solver to the geometrical equation system.  

syms v_lower v_upper x2 z2 

var=[v_lower v_upper x2 z2]; 

  

eq1 = x3 - L_upper*cos(v_upper) - x2 == 0; 

eq2 = z3 - L_upper*sin(v_upper) - z2 == 0; 

eq3 = x3 - L_upper*cos(v_upper) - L_lower*cos(v_lower) == 0; 

eq4 = z3 - L_upper*sin(v_upper) - L_lower*sin(v_lower) == 0; 

  

eqn = [eq1, eq2, eq3, eq4]; 

solution = solve(eqn,var); 

  

% The angles of the linkage arms 

v_lower = subs(solution.v_lower); v_lower = vpa(v_lower); v_lower = 

double(v_lower); 

v_upper = subs(solution.v_upper); v_upper = vpa(v_upper); v_upper = 

double(v_upper); 

  

% Desicion about which solution set to use (We use the concave one) 

    if v_lower(1,1)<0 

        k=1; 

    else 

        k=2; 

    end 

     

    % Position of joint 2. 

x2 = subs(solution.x2); x2 = vpa(x2); x2 = double(x2); x2 = x2(k,1); 

z2 = subs(solution.z2); z2 = vpa(z2); z2 = double(z2); z2 = z2(k,1); 

  

v_lower = v_lower(k,1); v_upper = v_upper(k,1);  

disp(['v_lower = ' num2str(v_lower*180/pi) ' , v_upper = ' 

num2str(v_upper*180/pi)]) 

  

% Position of point 4, the end of the lower linkage arm  

x4 = L_lower_tot*cos(v_lower); 

z4 = L_lower_tot*sin(v_lower); 

  

% Position of cylinders 

U = sqrt((H22^2) + (L22^2));            % Shortest distance between joint 2 

                                        % and actuator 2 piston rod 



 

 

gamma = atan(H22/L22);                  % Angle between link arm and the  

                                        % above route 

alpha = gamma+v_upper;                  % Total angle between route and  

                                        % positive x-axis 

  

U2 = sqrt((H32^2)+(L32^2));             % Same but for another cylinder  

                                        % or cylinder end 

gamma2 = atan(H32/L32); 

alpha2 = v_upper - gamma2; 

  

U3 = sqrt((H21^2) + ((L_lower-L21)^2)); 

gamma3 = atan(H21/(L_lower-L21)); 

alpha3 = v_lower+gamma3; 

  

U4 = sqrt((H31^2) + (L_lower + L31)^2); 

gamma4 = atan(H31/(L_lower+L31)); 

alpha4 = v_lower+gamma4; 

  

U5 = sqrt((H12^2) + (L_lower_tot^2)); 

gamma5 = atan(H12/(L_lower_tot)); 

alpha5 = v_lower-gamma4; 

  

% Calculation of cylinder mounting points. 

C1 = [L11x, L11z]; 

P1 = [U5*cos(alpha5),U5*sin(alpha5)]; 

C2 = [U3*cos(alpha3),U3*sin(alpha3)]; 

P2 = [x2 + U*cos(alpha), z2 + U*sin(alpha)]; 

C3 = [U4*cos(alpha4),U4*sin(alpha4)]; 

P3 = [x2 + U2*cos(alpha2), z2 + U2*sin(alpha2)]; 

  

% Cylinders lengths 

Cyl1 = P1 - C1; L1 = norm(Cyl1); 

Cyl2 = P2 - C2; L2 = norm(Cyl2); 

Cyl3 = P3 - C3; L3 = norm(Cyl3); 

  

% Angel of cylinders (against the positive x-axis, clockwise) 

v1 = atan((C1(1,2)-P1(1,2))/(P1(1,1) - C1(1,1))); 

v2 = atan((C2(1,2)-P2(1,2))/(P2(1,1) - C2(1,1))); 

v3 = atan((C3(1,2)-P3(1,2))/(P3(1,1) - C3(1,1))); 

  

disp(['v1 = ' num2str(v1*180/pi) ' , v2 = ' num2str(v2*180/pi) ' , v3 = ' 

num2str(v3*180/pi)]) 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Geometry plot <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Articulated arms 

Links_x = [x1,x2,x2,x3,x2,x4]; 

Links_z = [z1,z2,z2,z3,z2,z4]; 

Cutter_head = Circle2D(Cutter,D_cutter/2); 

Extra_link = [x2 + L22*cos(v_upper), z2 + L22*sin(v_upper)];        

Extra_link2 = [x2 + L32*cos(v_upper), z2 + L32*sin(v_upperExtra_link3 =  

[(L_lower-L21)*cos(v_lower), (L_lower-L21)*sin(v_lower)];      Extra_link4 =  

[(L_lower+L31)*cos(v_lower), (L_lower+L31)*sin(v_lower)];      Extra_link5 =  

[(L_lower_tot)*cos(v_lower), (L_lower_tot)*sin(v_lower  

% Hydraulic cylinders 

Cyl1_x = [C1(1,1), P1(1,1)]; 

Cyl1_z = [C1(1,2), P1(1,2)]; 

  

Cyl2_x = [C2(1,1), P2(1,1)]; 

Cyl2_z = [C2(1,2), P2(1,2)]; 

  

Cyl3_x = [C3(1,1), P3(1,1)]; 



 

 

Cyl3_z = [C3(1,2), P3(1,2)]; 

  

% Plot 

figure(1) 

plot(Links_x, Links_z,'-o', 'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1]), title('2D 

geometry of concept #5'), xlabel('[m]'), ylabel('[m]') 

hold on 

plot([Extra_link(1,1),P2(1,1)], [Extra_link(1,2),P2(1,2)], 'LineWidth', 4, 

'Color', [0 0 1]) 

plot([Extra_link2(1,1),P3(1,1)], [Extra_link2(1,2),P3(1,2)], 'LineWidth', 4, 

'Color', [0 0 1]) 

plot([Extra_link3(1,1),C2(1,1)], [Extra_link3(1,2),C2(1,2)], 'LineWidth', 4, 

'Color', [0 0 1]) 

plot([Extra_link4(1,1),C3(1,1)], [Extra_link4(1,2),C3(1,2)], 'LineWidth', 4, 

'Color', [0 0 1]) 

plot([Extra_link5(1,1),P1(1,1)], [Extra_link5(1,2),P1(1,2)], 'LineWidth', 4, 

'Color', [0 0 1]) 

plot(Cyl1_x, Cyl1_z, Cyl2_x, Cyl2_z,Cyl3_x, Cyl3_z, 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', 

[1 0 0]) 

plot(Cutter_head(:,1), Cutter_head(:,2), 'Color', [0 0 0]) 

plot([L11x, x3+D_cutter/2], [-H_min-1, -H_min-1], '--') 

grid on 

axis equal 

hold off 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Force Calculations <<<<<  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% The forces are calculated using MATLABS built in equation solver. The 

% equation system is based on the static equilibrium forces that arise when 

% the structure is affected by the load case specified in the requirement 

% specification.  

  

syms R1 R2 R3 R4 F1 F2 F3 

var = [R1 R2 R3 R4 F1 F2 F3]; 

  

  

eqn_ratio = -F_ratio*F3 - F2 == 0; 

  

eqx1 = R1 - F2*cos(v2) + F1*cos(v1) + R3 - F3*cos(v3) == 0; 

eqz1 = R2 + F2*sin(v2) - F1*sin(v1) + R4 + F3*sin(v3) == 0;  

eqm21 = -F2*sin(v2)*C2(1,1) - F2*cos(v2)*C2(1,2) + F1*sin(v1)*P1(1,1) + 

F1*cos(v1)*P1(1,2) - R4*x2 + R3*z2 - F3*sin(v3)*C3(1,1) - F3*cos(v3)*C3(1,2) 

== 0; 

  

eqx2 = -R3 + F2*cos(v2) - Fx + F3*cos(v3) == 0; 

eqz2 = -F2*sin(v2) - R4 - (Fz+m*g) - F3*sin(v3) == 0; 

eqm22 = -R3*z2 + R4*x2 + F2*cos(v2)*P2(1,2) + F2*sin(v2)*P2(1,1) + 

(Fz+m*g)*x3 - Fx*z3 + F3*cos(v3)*P3(1,2) + F3*sin(v3)*P3(1,1) == 0; 

  

eqn = [eqn_ratio eqx1, eqz1, eqm21, eqx2 eqz2 eqm22]; 

solution = solve(eqn,var); 

  

% All reaction forces and cylinder forces 

R1 = subs(solution.R1); R1 = vpa(R1); R1 = double(R1); 

R2 = subs(solution.R2); R2 = vpa(R2); R2 = double(R2); 

R3 = subs(solution.R3); R3 = vpa(R3); R3 = double(R3); 

R4 = subs(solution.R4); R4 = vpa(R4); R4 = double(R4); 

F1 = subs(solution.F1); F1 = vpa(F1); F1 = double(F1); 

F2 = subs(solution.F2); F2 = vpa(F2); F2 = double(F2); 

F3 = subs(solution.F3); F3 = vpa(F3); F3 = double(F3); 

  

disp(' ') 



 

 

disp('Required total cylider forces:') 

disp(['F1 = ' num2str(F1/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['F2 = ' num2str(F2/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['F3 = ' num2str(F3/1000) ' [kN]']) 

  

  

% Bearing reaction force composants 

disp(' ') 

disp('Reaktion forces in joints due to vertial and thrust load:') 

disp(['R1 = ' num2str(R1/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['R2 = ' num2str(R2/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['R3 = ' num2str(R3/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['R4 = ' num2str(R4/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(' ') 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Double check on forces <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% The linkage system is seen as rigid so the only forces are the reaction 

% forces in joint 1, the cutter head forces and the force from cylinder 1. 

  

syms R1_check R2_check F1_check 

var = [R1_check R2_check F1_check]; 

  

eqnx_check = F1_check*cos(v1) + R1_check - Fx == 0;  

eqnz_check = -F1_check*sin(v1) + R2_check - (Fz+m*g) == 0; 

eqm1_check = - Fx*z3 + (Fz+m*g)*x3 + F1_check*cos(v1)*L11z + 

F1_check*sin(v1)*L11x == 0; 

  

eqn = [eqnx_check, eqnz_check, eqm1_check]; 

solution = solve(eqn,var); 

  

R1_check = subs(solution.R1_check); R1_check = vpa(R1_check); R1_check = 

double(R1_check); 

R2_check = subs(solution.R2_check); R2_check = vpa(R2_check); R2_check = 

double(R2_check); 

F1_check = subs(solution.F1_check); F1_check = vpa(F1_check); F1_check = 

double(F1_check); 

  

if abs(R1_check-R1)<1 && abs(R2_check-R2)<1 && abs(F1_check-F1)<1 

    disp('Check OK!') 

else 

    disp('Obs! Check NOT OK! Check result is:') 

    disp(['F1_check = ' num2str(F1_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 

    disp(['R1_check = ' num2str(R1_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 

    disp(['R2_check = ' num2str(R2_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 

    disp(' ') 

end 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%>>>>> Cylinder size and pressure <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

N1 = 2;         % Number of lower cylinders  

N2 = 2;         % Number of upper cylinders 

N3 = 4; 

  

if F1>0 

    disp('Lower cylinder pushes') 

else 

   disp('Lower cylinder pulls') 

end 

  

if F2>0 



 

 

    disp('Upper cylinder pushes') 

else 

   disp('Upper cylinder pulls') 

end 

  

if F3>0 

    disp('Extra cylinder pushes') 

else 

   disp('Extra cylinder pulls') 

end 

  

F_cyl1 = abs(F1/N1); 

F_cyl2 = abs(F2/N2); 

F_cyl3 = abs(F3/N3); 

  

D1 = sqrt(4*F_cyl1/(pi*p_max)); 

D3 = sqrt(4*F_cyl3/(pi*p_max)); 

  

disp(' ') 

disp(['D1 = ' num2str(D1*1000) ' [mm]']) 

disp(['D3 = ' num2str(D3*1000) ' [mm]']) 

disp(' ') 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Side forces <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% The side forces only affects the support structure of the mechanism and 

% not the cylinders. All side force will be taken up by the axial bearings. 

% It is assumed that this force is equally divided amongst all bearings at 

% joint 1. 

  

% The moment due to this side force is taken by the radial bearing in joint 

% 1.  

  

R5 = Fy;                    % Force on axial bearing 

R12z = Fy*x3/width;         % Moment around z-axis 

R34z = Fy*(x3-x2)/width; 

R12x = Fy*(z3-z2)/width;    % Moment around x-axis 

R34x = Fy*z3/width; 

  

disp('Reaction forces in joints due to side load') 

disp(['R12z = ' num2str(R12z/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['R34z = ' num2str(R34z/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['R12x = ' num2str(R12x/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['R34x = ' num2str(R34x/1000) ' [kN]']) 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%>>>>> Bearing forces <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% The reaction forces from the side force will work with or against the 

% reaction forces from the thrust loads depending on which side is loaded. 

% Below is the worst case calculated since both bearings has to be 

% dimensioned to this load case.  

  

B1_1 = sqrt((R1+R12z)^2 + (R2+R12x)^2); 

B1_2 = sqrt((R1-R12z)^2 + (R2-R12x)^2); 

  

if B1_1>B1_2 

    B1 = B1_1; 

else 

    B1=B1_2; 

end 

  



 

 

B2_1 = sqrt((R3+R34z)^2 + (R4+R34x)^2); 

B2_2 = sqrt((R3-R34z)^2 + (R4-R34x)^2); 

  

if B2_1>B2_2 

    B2=B2_1; 

else 

    B2=B2_2; 

end 

  

disp(' ') 

disp('The bearing forces are:') 

disp(['B1 = ' num2str(B1/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['B2 = ' num2str(B2/1000) ' [kN]']) 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%>>>>> Bearing size <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

p_bearing = 100e6;              %[Pa] - Max allowed bearing pressure 

D_bearing = 0.5;                %[m] - Inner diameter of bearing 

  

if B1>B2 

    Bearing_Force = B1; 

else 

    Bearing_Force = B2; 

end 

  

L = Bearing_Force/(2*D_bearing*p_bearing); 

fprintf(['\nRequired bearing length if bearing diameter D=' 

num2str(D_bearing*1000) ' [mm],\nmaximum allow bearing pressure p=' 

num2str(p_bearing/10^6) ' [MPa] is L = ' num2str(L*1000) ' [mm]']) 

  

  

  

  

  



 

 

Appendix B – MATLAB GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS, 
CONFIG 3 
% By: David Viberg 

% This script is to act as the basis for the detailed configuration of  

% concept 5 configuration 3. This configuration is a linkage arm structure  

% with dependent motion functions (apart from the side to side motion)  

% and is positioned as a U.   

  

% The coordinate system is: 

% x - forwards in the direction of the machine (forward is positive) 

% y - left and right (left is positive, seen in the forward direction of  

%     the machine) 

% z - up and down (up is positive) 

  

% Origo is set at the mounting point of the lower linkage arm and remains 

% constant, this point is also referred to as joint 1.  

  

% 1 - lower cylinders, 2 - upper cylinders, 3 - turning cylinders 

  

clear all, clc, close all 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Parameters <<<<< 

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------  

% Excavation parameters: 

step = 5; 

L_plunge_m = [0:1.5/step:1.5]';     %[m] Plunge depth 

H_plunge_m = [-0.2:1.7/step:1.5]';  %[m] Plunge depth 

  

Fx = 3700e3;                        %[N] - Thrust force 

Fz = 2400e3;                        %[N] - Upwards force 

Fy = 2400e3;                        %[N] - Side force 

  

D_cutter = 4;                       %[m] - Cutter head diameter 

F_ratio = 0.75;                     % Force ratio between cylinder push/pull 

  

%  Geometrical parameters: 

L_min = 1 + D_cutter/2;         %[m] - Minimal length between joint 1 and  

                                %      cutter head center 

L_lower = 2;                    %[m] - Length of lower linkage arm  

L_upper = 1.5 + D_cutter/2;     %[m] - Length of upper linkage arm 

H_min = 1.3;                    %[m] - Distance between origo and cutter  

                                %      head center.  

  

L12 = 0.3;                      %[m] - Distance between lower actuator  

                                %      piston rod and middle joint 

L11x = -1.4;                    %[m] - Horizontal distance between lower  

                                %      actuator cylinder and lower joint  

L11z = -1.5;                    %[m] - Vertical distance between lower  

                                %      actuator cylinder and lower joint  

H12 = 0.3; 

  

L21 = 1.5;                      %[m] - Distance between upper actuator  

                                %      cylinder and middle joint 

L22 = 2.65;                     %[m] - Distance between upper actuator  

                                %      piston rod and middle joint 

H22 = 0.7;                      %[m] - Distance normal to upper link and  

                                %      upper actuator piston rod. 

H21 = 0.6; 

  

% Other parameters: 

m = 70000;                      %[kg] - Approximated weight of cutter head  



 

 

                                %       and boom structure 

g = 9.81;                       %[m/s^2] - Gravitational acceleration 

p_max = 28e6;                   %[Pa] - Maximum allows system pressure 

width = 1.7;                    %[m] - Distance between midpoint of  

                                %      bearings. (Width of structure) 

  

% Storage matrixes 

F1_m = zeros(size(L_plunge_m,1),size(H_plunge_m,1)); F2_m = F1_m; 

L1_m = F1_m; L2_m = F1_m; 

v1_m = F1_m; v2_m = F1_m; 

vlower_m = F1_m; vupper_m = F1_m; 

  

L_plunge = L_plunge_m; 

  

for j = 1:length(H_plunge_m) 

    H_plunge = ones(size(L_plunge_m))*H_plunge_m(j); 

  

    % --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % >>>>> Link arm geometry calculations <<<<< 

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    Cutter = [L_min+L_plunge, H_plunge-H_min];      % Coord. of joint 3 

                                                    % Cutter head center 

    x3=Cutter(:,1); z3=Cutter(:,2);                 % Coord. of joint 3 

    x1=zeros(size(x3)); z1=zeros(size(z3));         % Coord. of joint 1 

  

    A1 = (x3.^2) + (z3.^2) - (L_lower.^2) + (2*L_lower.*L_upper) - 

(L_upper.^2); 

    A2 = (4*L_lower.*L_upper) - A1; 

    A3 = 2*z3.*L_lower; 

    A4 = (x3.^2) + (2*x3.*L_lower) + (z3.^2) + (L_lower.^2) - (L_upper.^2); 

    A5 = sqrt(A1.*A2) + A3; 

    A6 = sqrt(A1.*A2) - A3; 

  

    % Calculaitons of linkage arm angles (counter clockwise, positive x-axis) 

    v_lower = [(2*atan(A5./A4)),-(2*atan(A6./A4))]; 

    v_lower = v_lower(:,2); 

    v_upper = acos((x3-(L_lower.*cos(v_lower)))./L_upper); 

     

    % Storage links 

    vlower_m(:,j) = v_lower; 

    vupper_m(:,j) = v_upper; 

     

    z3_test = L_lower.*sin(v_lower) + L_upper.*sin(v_upper); 

  

    if sum(abs(z3_test - z3))>0.001 

        v_upper = -v_upper; 

    end 

  

    x2 = x3 - L_upper.*cos(v_upper);                % Coord. of joint 2 

    z2 = L_lower.*sin(v_lower);                     % Coord. of joint 2 

  

    % Check if selected geometry crashes into apron or if it does not reach 

    % the desired plunge positions.  

    for i = 1:size(v_lower,1) 

        if z2(i)<(-H_min-1) 

            disp('Geometry not ok, crashes into apron!') 

            return 

        end 

  

        if isreal(v_lower) && isreal(v_upper) 

        else 

            disp('Geometry not ok, does not reach!') 

            return 



 

 

        end 

    end 

     

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % >>>>> Position of cylinders <<<<< 

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    U = sqrt((H22.^2) + (L22.^2));      % Shortest distance between  

                                        % joint 2 and cylinder 2 piston rod 

    gamma = atan(H22./L22);             % Angle between link arm and the  

                                        % above route 

    alpha = gamma+v_upper;              % Total angle between route and  

                                        % positive x-axis 

        

    U3 = sqrt((H21.^2) + ((L_lower-L21).^2)); % Same but for end cap 

    gamma3 = atan(H21./(L_lower-L21)); 

    alpha3 = v_lower+gamma3; 

     

    if (L_lower-L21)<0 

    alpha3 = (pi-abs(v_lower)-abs(gamma3)); 

    end 

     

    U5 = sqrt((H12.^2) + (L_lower.^2)); % Same but for cyl 1, piston rod 

    gamma5 = atan(H12./(L_lower)); 

    alpha5 = v_lower-gamma5;     

     

    if abs(L12)>0 

        U5 = sqrt((H12.^2) + (L_lower+L12).^2); 

        gamma5 = atan(H12./(L_lower+L12)); 

        alpha5 = v_lower+gamma5; 

    end 

     

    % Coordinated of cylinders 

    P1 = [U5.*cos(alpha5),U5.*sin(alpha5)]; 

    C1 = [ones(size(P1,1),1)*L11x, ones(size(P1,1),1)*L11z]; 

    C2 = [U3.*cos(alpha3),U3.*sin(alpha3)]; 

    P2 = [x2 + U.*cos(alpha), z2 + U.*sin(alpha)]; 

  

    % Cylinder lengths 

    Cyl1 = P1 - C1; L1 = sqrt(sum((Cyl1.^2),2)); 

    Cyl2 = P2 - C2; L2 = sqrt(sum((Cyl2.^2),2)); 

     

    % Storage of cylinder lengths 

    L1_m(:,j) = L1; 

    L2_m(:,j) = L2;   

     

    % Angel of cylinders (against the positive x-axis, clockwise) 

    v1 = atan((C1(:,2)-P1(:,2))./(P1(:,1) - C1(:,1))); 

    v2 = atan((C2(:,2)-P2(:,2))./(P2(:,1) - C2(:,1))); 

     

    % Storage of cylinder angles 

    v1_m(:,j) = v1; 

    v2_m(:,j) = v2; 

     

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % >>>>> Geometry plot <<<<< 

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % Articulated arms 

    for k=1:length(L_plunge_m) 

        Links_x = [x1(k),x2(k),x2(k),x3(k)]; 

        Links_z = [z1(k),z2(k),z2(k),z3(k)]; 

        Cutter_head = Circle2D(Cutter(k,:),D_cutter/2); 

        Extra_link = [x2(k) + L22*cos(v_upper(k)), z2(k) + 

L22*sin(v_upper(k))]; 



 

 

        Extra_link5 =  [(L_lower)*cos(v_lower(k)), 

(L_lower)*sin(v_lower(k))];       

        Extra_link3 =  [(L_lower-L21)*cos(v_lower(k)), (L_lower-

L21)*sin(v_lower(k))];      

  

        % Hydraulic cylinders 

        Cyl1_x = [C1(k,1), P1(k,1)]; 

        Cyl1_z = [C1(k,2), P1(k,2)]; 

  

        Cyl2_x = [C2(k,1), P2(k,1)]; 

        Cyl2_z = [C2(k,2), P2(k,2)]; 

  

         

        % Plot of geometry 

        figure(1) 

        subplot(2,3,j) 

        plot(Links_x, Links_z,'-o', 'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1]), 

title('2D geometry of concept #5'), xlabel('[m]'), ylabel('[m]') 

        hold on 

        plot([Extra_link(1,1),P2(k,1)], [Extra_link(1,2),P2(k,2)], 

'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1]) 

        plot([Extra_link3(1,1),C2(k,1)], [Extra_link3(1,2),C2(k,2)], 

'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1]) 

        plot([Extra_link5(1,1),P1(k,1)], [Extra_link5(1,2),P1(k,2)], 

'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1])        

        plot(Cyl1_x, Cyl1_z, Cyl2_x, Cyl2_z, 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', [1 0 

0]) 

        plot(Cutter_head(:,1), Cutter_head(:,2), 'Color', [0 0 0]) 

        plot([L11x, x3(k)+D_cutter/2], [-H_min-1, -H_min-1], '--') 

        grid on 

        axis equal 

    end 

      

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % >>>>> Force Calculations <<<<<  

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % Force calculations are based on the static equilibrium forces 

     

    F2 = ((x2*Fz) - (z2*Fx) - (x3*Fz) + (z3*Fx) + (m*g*x2) - (m*g*x3))./(- 

(z2.*cos(v2)) + (P2(:,2).*cos(v2)) - (x2.*sin(v2)) + (P2(:,1).*sin(v2)));     

    R4 = - F2.*sin(v2) - (Fz + m*g); 

    R3 = (F2.*cos(v2)) - Fx ; 

    F1 = ((R4.*x2) + (z2*Fx) - (F2.*z2.*cos(v2)) + (F2.*C2(:,2).*cos(v2)) + 

(F2.*C2(:,1).*sin(v2)))./((P1(:,2).*cos(v1)) + (P1(:,1).*sin(v1))); % Fx ska 

vara R3!!!! 

    R2 = (F1.*sin(v1)) - R4 - (F2.*sin(v2)); 

    R1 = (F2.*cos(v2)) - (F1.*cos(v1)) - R3; 

     

    % Extra check of force calculations!! 

    F1_dd = (R4.*x2 - R3.*z2 + F2.*cos(v2).*C2(:,2) + 

F2.*sin(v2).*C2(:,1))./((cos(v1).*P1(:,2)) + (sin(v1).*P1(:,1))); 

     

     

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % >>>>> Double check on forces <<<<< 

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    R1_check = (x3*(Fz+m*g) + Fx*L11z - Fx*z3 + 

(Fx*L11x.*sin(v1))./(cos(v1)))./(L11z + ((L11x*sin(v1))./cos(v1))); 

    F1_check = (Fx-R1_check)./cos(v1); 

    R2_check = Fz + m*g + (sin(v1).*(Fx-R1_check))./cos(v1); 

     

    F1c = ((Fz+m*g)*x3 - Fx*z3)./((-sin(v1).*C1(:,1)) + (-cos(v1).*C1(:,2))); 

    R1c = -F1c.*cos(v1) + Fx; 



 

 

    R2c = (Fz+m*g) + F1c.*sin(v1); 

     

    if sum(abs(R1_check-R1))<1 && sum(abs(R2_check-R2))<1 && 

sum(abs(F1_check-F1))<1 

    else 

        disp('Obs! Check NOT OK! Check result is:') 

        disp(['F1_check = ' num2str(F1_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 

        disp(['R1_check = ' num2str(R1_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 

        disp(['R2_check = ' num2str(R2_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 

        disp(' ') 

    end 

  

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % >>>>> Force plots <<<<< 

    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % Storage of all cylinder forces 

    F1_m(:,j) = F1; 

    F2_m(:,j) = F2; 

     

    figure(2) 

    hold on 

    plot(L_plunge_m*1000,F1/1000, L_plunge_m*1000,(-F2/1000), 'LineWidth',1); 

grid on; legend('F1', 'F2') 

    xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]'); ylabel('Cylinder force [kN]'); 

title('Force(Plunge depth)');  

    if mod(j,3) 

    else 

        str_h = ['H=' num2str(H_plunge(1,1))]; 

        

text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,F1(end)/1000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','right') 

        text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,(-

F2(end))/1000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','right') 

    end 

end 

hold off 

  

% Storage of the extreme cylinder forces  

F1_max = max(max(F1_m)); 

F2_min = min(min(F2_m)); 

  

disp(['F1_max = ' num2str(F1_max/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['F2_min = ' num2str(F2_min/1000) ' [kN]']) 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%>>>>> Cylinder size and pressure <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

N1 = 2;         % Number of lower cylinders  

N2 = 2;         % Number of upper cylinders 

  

if F1_max>0 

    disp('Lower cylinder pushes') 

else 

   disp('Lower cylinder pulls') 

end 

  

if F2_min>0 

    disp('Upper cylinder pushes') 

else 

   disp('Upper cylinder pulls') 

end 

  

% Cylinder forces 

F_cyl1 = abs(F1_max/N1); 



 

 

F_cyl2 = abs(F2_min/N2); 

  

% Required piston diameter given the system hydraulic pressure 

D1 = sqrt(4*F_cyl1/(pi*p_max)); 

D2 = sqrt(4*F_cyl2/(pi*p_max*F_ratio)); 

  

disp(' ') 

disp(['D1 = ' num2str(D1*1000) ' [mm]']) 

disp(['D2 = ' num2str(D2*1000) ' [mm], given that the piston rod is half the 

size of the pistion.']) 

disp(' ') 

  

% Max length of cylinders 

L1max = max(max(L1_m))*1000; 

L1min = min(min(L1_m))*1000; 

L2max = max(max(L2_m))*1000; 

L2min = min(min(L2_m))*1000; 

  

disp(['Stroke L1 = ' num2str(L1max-L1min) ' [mm], L1min = ' num2str(L1min) ' 

[mm]']) 

disp(['Stroke L2 = ' num2str(L2max-L2min) ' [mm], L2min = ' num2str(L2min) ' 

[mm]']) 

disp(' ') 

  

%Evaluation if end mounting of cylinders is possible 

if L1max/L1min>1.8  

    disp('Stroke to long for L1!') 

    disp(' ') 

end 

if L2max/L2min>1.8 

    disp('Stroke to long for L2!') 

    disp(' ') 

end 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Side forces <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% The side forces only affects the support structure of the mechanism and 

% not the cylinders. All side force will be taken up by the axial bearings. 

% It is assumed that this force is equally divided amongst all bearings at 

% joint 1. 

  

% The moment due to this side force is taken by the radial bearing in joint 

% 1.  

  

R5 = Fy;                    % Force on axial bearing 

R12z = (Fy*x3/width);         % Moment around z-axis 

R34z = (Fy*(x3-x2)/width); 

R12x = (Fy*(z3-z2)/width);    % Moment around x-axis 

R34x = (Fy*z3/width); 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Bearing forces <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% The reaction forces from the side force will work with or against the 

% reaction forces from the thrust loads depending on which side is loaded. 

% Below is the worst case calculated since both bearings has to be 

% dimensined to this load case.  

  

B1_1 = max(sqrt((R1+R12z).^2 + (R2+R12x).^2)); 

B1_2 = max(sqrt((R1-R12z).^2 + (R2-R12x).^2)); 

  

if B1_1>B1_2 

    B1 = B1_1; 

else 



 

 

    B1=B1_2; 

end 

  

B2_1 = max(sqrt((R3+R34z).^2 + (R4+R34x).^2)); 

B2_2 = max(sqrt((R3-R34z).^2 + (R4-R34x).^2)); 

  

if B2_1>B2_2 

    B2=B2_1; 

else 

    B2=B2_2; 

end 

  

disp('The bearing forces are:') 

disp(['B1 = ' num2str(B1/1000) ' [kN]']) 

disp(['B2 = ' num2str(B2/1000) ' [kN]']) 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Bearing size <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

p_bearing = 100e6;              %[Pa] - Max allowed bearing pressure 

D_bearing = 0.4;                %[m] - Inner diameter of bearing 

  

L1 = B1/(2*D_bearing*p_bearing); 

fprintf(['\nRequired bearing length at joint 1 is L1 = ' num2str(L1*1000) ' 

[mm]']) 

  

L2 = B2/(2*D_bearing*p_bearing); 

fprintf(['\nRequired bearing length at joint 2 is L2 = ' num2str(L2*1000) ' 

[mm]']) 

  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% >>>>> Parallelisms <<<<< 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% One strives through wards getting the dependent cylinders proportional to 

% each other. This is the same as making their force/plunge position plots 

% parallel. All below calculations are aids to evaluate that parallelism. 

% However it was found that no configuration for when parallelism 

% occurs is suitable for the given specifications.  

  

Ratio = F2_m./F1_m; 

Der = zeros(size(Ratio,1)-1,(size(Ratio,2))); 

for i=1:length(L_plunge)-1 

Der(i,:) = (Ratio(i,:)-Ratio(i+1,:))./(L_plunge(i)-L_plunge(i+1)); 

end 

figure(3) 

plot(L_plunge_m*1000,Ratio), grid minor, title('Ratio between F2 and F1') 

xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]'), ylabel('Ratio') 

  

figure(4) 

plot(L_plunge_m(2:end,:)*1000,Der), grid minor, title('Derivative of Ratio') 

xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]'), ylabel('Derivative') 

  

A1 = 2*(D1^2)*0.25*pi; 

A2_push = 2*0.25*pi*(D2^2); 

A2_pull = 2*0.75*0.25*pi*(D2^2); 

  

p1 = F1_m./A1; 

[row,col] = find(F2_m>0); 

p2_ideal = abs(F2_m/A2_pull); 

for i=1:length(row) 

p2_ideal(row(i),col(i))=(F2_m(row(i),col(i))/A2_push); 

end 

  



 

 

figure(5) 

plot(L_plunge*1000,p1*(10^-6), L_plunge*1000, p2_ideal*(10^-6)); 

grid minor  

title('Required pressure in cylinders') 

xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]') 

ylabel('Pressure [MPa]') 

  

  



 

 

Appendix C – MATLAB GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS, 
CONFIG 4 
% By: David Viberg 
% This script is to act as the basis for the overall geometry of the 
% concept refinement of concept 5 with the main configuration like an 
% upside down U.  

  
% Concept 5 is a linkage arm structure with dependent motion functions  
% (apart from the side to side motion) just like an excavator.  

  
% The coordinate system is: 
% x - forwards in the direction of the machine (forward is positive) 
% y - left and right (left is positive, seen in the forward direction of  
% the machine) 
% z - up and down (up is positive) 

  
% Origo is set at the mounting point of the lower linkage arm and remains 
% constant, this point is referred to as joint 1. Joint 2 is the middle joint  

  
% 1 - lower cylinders, 2 - upper cylinders, 3 - turning cylinders 

  
clear all, clc, close all 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> PARAMETERS <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
% Excavation parameters: 
step = 5; 
L_plunge_m = [0:1.5/step:1.5]';     % Plunge depth 
H_plunge_m = [-0.2:1.7/step:1.5]';  % Plunge height 

  
Fx = 3700e3;                        %[N] - Thrust force 
Fz = 2400e3;                        %[N] - Upwards force 
Fy = 2400e3;                        %[N] - Side force 

  
% Component specifics 
D_cutter = 4;               %[m] - Cutter head diameter 
F_ratio = 0.75;             % Force ratio between push and pull of  
                            % cylinder. Piston rod half diameter of piston.    
m = 70000;                  %[kg] - Approximated weight of cutter head and  
                            %       boom structure 

                             
%  Geometrical parameters: 
L_min = 1 + D_cutter/2;         %[m] - Minimal length between joint 1 and  
                                %      cutter head center 
L_lower = 2.1;                  %[m] - Length of lower linkage arm  
L_upper = 1.5 + D_cutter/2;     %[m] - Length of upper linkage arm 
H_min = 0.7;                    %[m] - Distance between origo and cutter  
                                %      head center.  

  
L12 = 2.1;                      %[m] - Distance between cylinder 1  
                                %      piston rod and joint 1 
L11x = -2.1;                    %[m] - Horizontal distance between cylinder 
                                %      1 cylinder and joint 1.  
L11z = 1.4;                     %[m] - Vertical distance between cylinder 1  
                                %      cylinder and joint 1  
H12 = -0.6;                     %[m] - Perpendicular distance between 
                                %      cylinder 1 and lower link arm. 



 

 

  
L21 = 0;                        %[m] - Distance between cylinder 2 cylinder 
                                %      and middle joint 
L22 = 2.7;                      %[m] - Distance between cylinder 2 piston  
                                %      rod and middle joint 
H22 = 0.7;                      %[m] - Distance normal to upper link and  
                                %      cylinder 2 piston rod. 
H21 = 0.7;                      %[m] - Perpendicular distance between 
                                %      cylinder 2 lower link arm.  

  
% Other parameters: 

  
g = 9.81;                       %[m/s^2] - Gravitational acceleration 
p_max = 28e6;                   %[Pa] - Maximum allowed system pressure 

  
% Storage matrixes 
F1_m = zeros(size(L_plunge_m,1),size(H_plunge_m,1)); F2_m = F1_m; 
R1_m = F1_m; R2_m = F1_m; R3_m = F1_m; R4_m = F1_m; 
L1_m = F1_m; L2_m = F1_m; 
v1_m = F1_m; v2_m = F1_m; 
x2_m = F1_m; x3_m = F1_m; z2_m = F1_m; z3_m = F1_m; 
vlower_m = F1_m; vupper_m = F1_m; 

  
L_plunge = L_plunge_m; 

  
for j = 1:length(H_plunge_m) 
    H_plunge = ones(size(L_plunge_m))*H_plunge_m(j); 

  
    % --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % >>>>> LINK AND GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS <<<<< 
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Cutter = [L_min+L_plunge, H_plunge+H_min];      % Coordinates of joint 3 
                                                    % cutter head center 
    x3=Cutter(:,1); z3=Cutter(:,2);                 % Coord. of joint 3. 
    x1=zeros(size(x3)); z1=zeros(size(z3));         % Coord. of joint 1. 

  
    A1 = (x3.^2) + (z3.^2) - (L_lower.^2) + (2*L_lower.*L_upper) - 

(L_upper.^2); 
    A2 = (4*L_lower.*L_upper) - A1; 
    A3 = 2*z3.*L_lower; 
    A4 = (x3.^2) + (2*x3.*L_lower) + (z3.^2) + (L_lower.^2) - (L_upper.^2); 
    A5 = sqrt(A1.*A2) + A3; 
    A6 = sqrt(A1.*A2) - A3; 

     
    % Calculations of linkage arm angles, Counter clockwise set as positive.  
    % and x-axle as start point.  
    v_lower = [(2*atan(A5./A4)),-(2*atan(A6./A4))];     
    v_lower = v_lower(:,1); 
    v_upper = -acos((x3-(L_lower.*cos(v_lower)))./L_upper); 

     
    % Storage - Link angles 
    vlower_m(:,j) = v_lower; 
    vupper_m(:,j) = v_upper; 

     
    z3_test = L_lower.*sin(v_lower) + L_upper.*sin(v_upper); 

     
    for a=1:length(z3) 
        if abs(z3_test(a) - z3(a))>0.001 
            v_upper(a) = -v_upper(a); 
        end 
    end  



 

 

    vupper_m(:,j) = v_upper; 

     
    x2 = x3 - L_upper.*cos(v_upper);        % Coord. of joint 2 
    z2 = L_lower.*sin(v_lower);             % Coord. of joint 2. 

  
    % Storage - Coordinates 
    x2_m(:,j) = x2; x3_m(:,j) = x3; z2_m(:,j) = z2; z3_m(:,j) = z3; 

     
    % Check if the set geometry is okay, meaning that is does not crashes 
    % into the roof or apron and that it reaches the specified plunge 
    % sites. 
    for i = 1:size(v_lower,1) 
        if z2(i)>(H_min+2) 
            disp('Geometry not ok, crashes into roof!') 
            return 
        elseif z2(i)<(H_min-1) 
            disp('Geometry not ok, crashes into apron!') 
            return 
        end 

  
        if isreal(v_lower) && isreal(v_upper) 
        else 
            disp('Geometry not ok, does not reach!') 
            return 
        end 
    end 

     
    %----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % >>>>> POSITION OF CYLINDRS <<<<< 
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    U = sqrt((H22.^2) + (L22.^2));  % Shortest distance between joint 2 and  
                                    % and actuator 2 piston rod 
    gamma = atan(H22./L22);         % Angle between link arm and the above 
                                    % route 
    alpha = v_upper-gamma;          % Total angle between route and  
                                    % positive x-axis 

        
    U3 = sqrt((H21.^2) + (L21.^2)); % Same for cylinder 2 
    gamma3 = atan(H21./L21); 
    alpha3 = v_lower+gamma3; 

     
    U5 = sqrt((H12.^2) + (L12.^2)); % Same for cylinder 1 
    gamma5 = atan(H12./L12); 
    alpha5 = v_lower+gamma5;     

     
    % Cylinder mounting positions (piston rod and end cap) 
    P1 = [U5.*cos(alpha5),U5.*sin(alpha5)]; 
    C1 = [ones(size(P1,1),1)*L11x, ones(size(P1,1),1)*L11z]; 
    C2 = [U3.*cos(alpha3),U3.*sin(alpha3)]; 
    P2 = [x2 + U.*cos(alpha), z2 + U.*sin(alpha)]; 

  
    % Cylinder lengths 
    Cyl1 = P1 - C1; L1 = sqrt(sum((Cyl1.^2),2)); 
    Cyl2 = P2 - C2; L2 = sqrt(sum((Cyl2.^2),2)); 

     
    L1_m(:,j) = L1; 
    L2_m(:,j) = L2;   

     
    % Angel of cylinders (against the positive x-axis, clockwise) 
    v1 = atan((C1(:,2)-P1(:,2))./(P1(:,1) - C1(:,1))); 
    v2 = atan((C2(:,2)-P2(:,2))./(P2(:,1) - C2(:,1))); 



 

 

     
    % Storage - Cylinders angles 
    v1_m(:,j) = v1; 
    v2_m(:,j) = v2; 

     
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % >>>>> GEOMETRY PLOT <<<<< 
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % Articulated arms 
    for k=1:length(L_plunge_m) 
        Links_x = [x1(k),x2(k),x2(k),x3(k)]; 
        Links_z = [z1(k),z2(k),z2(k),z3(k)]; 
        Cutter_head = Circle2D(Cutter(k,:),D_cutter/2); 
        Extra_link = [x2(k) + L22*cos(v_upper(k)), z2(k) + 

L22*sin(v_upper(k))]; 
        Extra_link5 =  [L12*cos(v_lower(k)), L12*sin(v_lower(k))];       
        Extra_link3 =  [L21*cos(v_lower(k)), L21*sin(v_lower(k))];      

  
        % Hydraulic cylinders 
        Cyl1_x = [C1(k,1), P1(k,1)]; 
        Cyl1_z = [C1(k,2), P1(k,2)]; 

  
        Cyl2_x = [C2(k,1), P2(k,1)]; 
        Cyl2_z = [C2(k,2), P2(k,2)]; 

  
        figure(1) 
        subplot(2,3,j) 
        plot(Links_x, Links_z,'-o', 'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1]), 

title('2D geometry of concept #5'), xlabel('[m]'), ylabel('[m]') 
        hold on 
        plot([Extra_link(1,1),P2(k,1)], [Extra_link(1,2),P2(k,2)], 

'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1]) 
        plot([Extra_link3(1,1),C2(k,1)], [Extra_link3(1,2),C2(k,2)], 

'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1]) 
        plot([Extra_link5(1,1),P1(k,1)], [Extra_link5(1,2),P1(k,2)], 

'LineWidth', 4, 'Color', [0 0 1])        
        plot(Cyl1_x, Cyl1_z, Cyl2_x, Cyl2_z, 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', [1 0 

0]) 
        plot(Cutter_head(:,1), Cutter_head(:,2), 'Color', [0 0 0]) 
        plot([L11x, x3(k)+D_cutter/2], [H_min-1, H_min-1], '--') 
        grid on 
        axis equal 
    end 

      
    %----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % >>>>> FORCE CALCULATIONS <<<<<  
    %----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % The force calculations are based on static equilibrium calculations.  

     
    v1 = -v1; 
    v2 = -v2; 
    F2 = ((Fx*(z2-z3)) + ((Fz+m*g)*(x3-x2)))./((sin(v2).*(P2(:,1)-x2)) + 

(cos(v2).*(z2-P2(:,2)))); 
    R3 = F2.*cos(v2) - Fx; 
    R4 = F2.*sin(v2) - (Fz+m*g); 
    F1 = ((-F2.*sin(v2).*C2(:,1)) + (F2.*cos(v2).*C2(:,2)) + (R4.*x2) - 

(R3.*z2))./((-sin(v1).*P1(:,1)) + (cos(v1).*P1(:,2))); 
    R1 = F2.*cos(v2) - R3 - F1.*cos(v1); 
    R2 = F2.*sin(v2) - F1.*sin(v1) - R4; 

         
    %----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % >>>>> DOUBLE CHECK ON FORCES <<<<< 



 

 

    %----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    F1_check = ((Fx*z3) - (Fz+m*g)*x3)./((cos(v1).*C1(:,2)) - 

(sin(v1).*C1(:,1))); 
    R1_check = Fx-(F1_check.*cos(v1)); 
    R2_check = -(F1_check.*sin(v1))+(Fz+m*g); 

  
    if sum(abs(R1_check-R1))<1 && sum(abs(R2_check-R2))<1 && 

sum(abs(F1_check-F1))<1 
    else 
        disp('Obs! Check NOT OK! Check result is:') 
        disp(['F1_check = ' num2str(F1_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 
        disp(['R1_check = ' num2str(R1_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 
        disp(['R2_check = ' num2str(R2_check/1000) ' [kN]']) 
        disp(' ') 
    end 

  
    %----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % >>>>> FORCE PLOTS <<<<< 
    %----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     
    % Storage - forces 
    F1_m(:,j) = F1; F2_m(:,j) = F2; 
    R1_m(:,j) = R1; R2_m(:,j) = R2; R3_m(:,j) = R3; R4_m(:,j) = R4; 

     
    % Plots 
    figure(2) 
    hold on 
    plot(L_plunge_m*1000,-F1/1000, 'LineWidth',1, 'Color',[0 0 1]); grid on;  
    plot(L_plunge_m*1000, F2/1000, 'LineWidth', 1, 'Color', [1 0 0]); 

legend('F1 (Pulling)', 'F2 (Pushing)') 
    xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]'); ylabel('Cylinder force [kN]'); 

title('Cylinder force a.f.o plunge depth and height');  
    if mod(j,2) 
    else 
        str_h = ['H=' num2str(H_plunge(1,1)) ' [m]']; 
        text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,-

F1(end)/1000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','right') 
        

text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,(F2(end))/1000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','right') 
    end 

     
    figure(10) 
    hold on 
    plot(L_plunge_m*1000,R1/1000, 'LineWidth',1, 'Color',[0 0 1]); 
    plot(L_plunge_m*1000, R2/1000, 'LineWidth', 1, 'Color', [1 0 0]); 
    plot(L_plunge_m*1000,R3/1000, 'LineWidth',1, 'Color',[0 1 0]); grid on;  
    plot(L_plunge_m*1000, R4/1000, 'LineWidth', 1, 'Color', [1 0 1]); 

legend('R1','R2','R3', 'R4') 
    xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]'); ylabel('Reaction forces [kN]'); 

title('Reaction forces in joints a.f.o plunge depth and height');  
    if mod(j,2) 
    else 
        str_h = ['H=' num2str(H_plunge(1,1)) ' [m]']; 
        

text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,R1(end)/1000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','right')    

%text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,R2(end)/1000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','right')        
text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,R3(end)/1000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','right') 
text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,(R4(end))/1000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','right') 
    end     
end 
hold off 

  



 

 

F1_min = min(min(F1_m)); 
F2_max = max(max(F2_m)); 

  
disp(['F1_min = ' num2str(F1_min/1000) ' [kN]']) 
disp(['F2_max = ' num2str(F2_max/1000) ' [kN]']) 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> CYLINDER SIZE AND PRESSURE <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N1 = 2;         % Number of lower cylinders  
N2 = 2;         % Number of upper cylinders 

  
F_cyl1 = abs(F1_min/N1); 
F_cyl2 = abs(F2_max/N2); 

  
D1 = sqrt(4*F_cyl1/(pi*p_max*F_ratio));     % Required piston diameter 
D2 = sqrt(4*F_cyl2/(pi*p_max)); 

  
disp(' ') 
disp(['D1 = ' num2str(D1*1000) ' [mm], given that the piston rod is half the 

size of the pistion.']) 
disp(['D2 = ' num2str(D2*1000) ' [mm]']) 
disp(' ') 

  
L1max = max(max(L1_m))*1000; 
L1min = min(min(L1_m))*1000; 
L2max = max(max(L2_m))*1000; 
L2min = min(min(L2_m))*1000; 

  
disp(['Stroke L1 = ' num2str(L1max-L1min) ' [mm], L1min = ' num2str(L1min) ' 

[mm]']) 
disp(['Stroke L2 = ' num2str(L2max-L2min) ' [mm], L2min = ' num2str(L2min) ' 

[mm]']) 
disp(' ') 

  
if (L1max-L1min)+800>L1min  
    disp('Trunnion mount reguired on C1!') 
else 
    disp('End clevis mount possible on C1') 
end 

  
if (L2max-L2min)+800>L2min 
    disp('Trunnion mount required on C2!') 
else 
    disp('End clevis mount possible on C2') 
end 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> SIDE FORCES <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% The side forces only affects the support structure of the mechanism and 
% not the cylinders. All side force will be taken up by the axial bearings. 

  
% The moment due to this side force is taken by the radial bearing in joint 
% 1 and 2. The calculations below are the worst case scenario calculations. 
% In other words when the structure is fully extended.  
% The side forces effect are only calculated on joint 1 since these will be 
% the largest. If those bearings holes, joint 2 will hold as well since they 
% have identical bearings.  

  
width = 1.2;                            % [m] Distance between bearings 



 

 

  
R5 = Fy;                                % Force on axial bearing 
R12z = (Fy*x3_m)/width;                 % Moment around z-axis 
R12x = (Fy*z3_m)/width;                 % Moment around x-axis 

  
R34z = (Fy*(x3_m-x2_m))/width;          % Moment around z-axis 
R34x = (Fy*(z3_m-z2_m))/width;          % Moment around x-axis 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> TURNING CYLINDERS <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
L = L_plunge_m(end) + L_min; 
B = 2.76/2;                     % Distance between turning cylinders.  

  
M = Fy*L;                       % Required moment to turn.  
F3 = M/(B*(F_ratio+1));         % Force required to achieve moment 

  
disp(' ') 
disp(['F3_push = ' num2str(F3/1000) ' [kN]']) 
disp(['F3_pull = ' num2str(0.75*F3/1000) ' [kN]']) 

  
D3 = sqrt(4*F3/(pi*p_max));     % Required cylinder piston diameter 
disp(['D3 = ' num2str(D3*1000) ' [mm]']) 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> BEARING FORCES <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% The reaction forces from the side force will work with or against the 
% reaction forces from the thrust loads depending on which side is loaded. 
% Below is the worst case calculated since both bearings has to be 
% dimensioned to this load case.  

  
B1_1 = max(max(sqrt(((R1_m/2)+R12z).^2 + ((R2_m/2)+R12x).^2))); 
B1_2 = max(max(sqrt(((R1_m/2)-R12z).^2 + ((R2_m/2)-R12x).^2))); 

  
if B1_1>B1_2 
    B1 = B1_1; 
else 
    B1=B1_2; 
end 

  
B2_1 = max(max(sqrt(((R3_m/2)+R34z).^2 + ((R4_m/2)+R34x).^2))); 
B2_2 = max(max(sqrt(((R3_m/2)-R34z).^2 + ((R4_m/2)-R34x).^2))); 

  
if B2_1>B2_2 
    B2=B2_1; 
else 
    B2=B2_2; 
end 

  
disp('The bearing forces are:') 
disp(['B1 = ' num2str(B1/1000) ' [kN]']) 
disp(['B2 = ' num2str(B2/1000) ' [kN]']) 

  
% Bearing forces rotating base 
M_base_y = (Fz+m*g).*(x3_m+0.65) - Fx.*(z3_m-0.8125); 
F_base_x = M_base_y/(2.435-0.4); 
M_base_x = Fy*(z3_m(end,end)-0.8125); 
F_base_y = M_base_x/(2.435-0.4); 

  



 

 

F_bearing_base = max(max(sqrt((F_base_x + Fx).^2 + (F_base_y.^2)))) + 

0.25*F3; 
F_bearing_base_flange = Fz+m*g; 

  

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> BEARING FORCES PLOT <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
B1_all = F1_m; B2_all = F1_m; 
B1_1 = ((sqrt(((R1_m/2)+R12z).^2 + ((R2_m/2)+R12x).^2))); 
B1_2 = ((sqrt(((R1_m/2)-R12z).^2 + ((R2_m/2)-R12x).^2))); 

  
B2_1 = ((sqrt(((R3_m/2)+R34z).^2 + ((R4_m/2)+R34x).^2))); 
B2_2 = ((sqrt(((R3_m/2)-R34z).^2 + ((R4_m/2)-R34x).^2))); 

  
for k = 1:size(B1_1,2) 
for i=1:size(B1_1,1) 
if B1_1(i,k)>B1_2(i,k) 
    B1 = B1_1(i,k); 
else 
    B1=B1_2(i,k); 
end 

  
if B2_1(i,k)>B2_2(i,k) 
    B2=B2_1(i,k); 
else 
    B2=B2_2(i,k); 
end 

  
B1_all(i,k) = B1; B2_all(i,k) = B2; 
end 
    figure(100) 
    hold on 
    plot(L_plunge_m*1000,B1_all(:,k)/1000000, 'LineWidth',1, 'Color',[0 0 

1]); 
    plot(L_plunge_m*1000, B2_all(:,k)/1000000, 'LineWidth', 1, 'Color', [1 0 

0]); 
    xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]'); ylabel('Radial bearing forces [MN]'); 

title('Radial bearing forces in joints a.f.o plunge depth and height');  
    legend('B1','B2'); grid on; 
    if mod(k,2) 
    else 
        str_h = ['H=' num2str(H_plunge_m(k,1)) ' [m]']; 
        

text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,B1_all(i,k)/1000000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','ri

ght') 
        

text(L_plunge_m(end)*1000,B2_all(i,k)/1000000,str_h,'HorizontalAlignment','ri

ght') 
    end 
end 
hold off 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> BEARING SIZE <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p_bearing = 100e6;              %[Pa] - Max allowed bearing pressure 
D_bearing_1 = 0.45;             %[m] - Inner diameter of bearing 
D_bearing_2 = 0.45; 
D_bearing_3 = 0.35; 
D_flange = 0.6;                 %[m] - Outer diameter of bearing at flange 
D_flange_base = 0.52; 



 

 

B_bearing = 0.025;              %[m] - Thickness of bearing 
L1 = 0.35;                      %[m] - Bearing length 
L2 = 0.195; 
L3 = 0.4; 

  
P1 = B1/(D_bearing_1*L1); 
fprintf(['\nBearing pressure at joint 1 is P1 = ' num2str(P1/(10^6)) ' 

[MPa]']) 

  
P2 = B2/(D_bearing_2*L2); 
fprintf(['\nBearing pressure at joint 2 is P2 = ' num2str(P2/(10^6)) ' 

[MPa]']) 

  
A_flange = pi*0.25*((D_flange-(2*B_bearing))^2 - D_bearing_1^2); 
P_flange = R5/A_flange; 
fprintf(['\nBearing pressure at flange at joint 1 is P_flange = ' 

num2str(P_flange/(10^6)) ' [MPa]']) 

  
P3 = F_bearing_base/(D_bearing_3*L3); 
fprintf(['\nBearing pressure at rotating base is P3 = ' num2str(P3/(10^6)) ' 

[MPa]']) 

  
A_flange_base = pi*0.25*((D_flange-(2*B_bearing))^2 - D_bearing_3^2); 
P_flange_base = F_bearing_base_flange/A_flange_base; 
fprintf(['\nBearing pressure at flange at rotating base is P_flange = ' 

num2str(P_flange_base/(10^6)) ' [MPa]']) 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> PARALLELLISM <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Preferably one wants the two dependent cylinder pairs to be proportional 
% to each other thereby so only one setup of pumps and controls are needed  
% to control all four cylinders. These cylinder forces are proportional to  
% each other if there force/plunge position curves are parallel. All 
% graphs and values below are calculated in order to assess this 
% parallelism. However, which becomes clear from the graphs, this 
% parallelism is not something that was achievable for the specified 
% setup.  

  
Ratio = F2_m./F1_m; 
Der = zeros(size(Ratio,1)-1,(size(Ratio,2))); 
for i=1:length(L_plunge)-1 
Der(i,:) = (Ratio(i,:)-Ratio(i+1,:))./(L_plunge(i)-L_plunge(i+1)); 
end 
figure(3) 
plot(L_plunge_m*1000,Ratio), grid minor, title('Ratio between F2 and F1') 
xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]'), ylabel('Ratio') 

  
figure(4) 
plot(L_plunge_m(2:end,:)*1000,Der), grid minor, title('Derivative of Ratio') 
xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]'), ylabel('Derivative') 

  
A2 = 2*(D2^2)*0.25*pi; 
A1_push = 2*0.25*pi*(D1^2); 
A1_pull = 2*0.75*0.25*pi*(D1^2); 

  
p2 = F2_m./A2; 
[row,col] = find(F1_m>0); 
p1_ideal = abs(F1_m/A1_pull); 
for i=1:length(row) 
p1_ideal(row(i),col(i))=(F1_m(row(i),col(i))/A1_push); 
end 



 

 

  
figure(5) 
plot(L_plunge*1000,p2*(10^-6), L_plunge*1000, p1_ideal*(10^-6)); 
grid minor  
title('Required pressure in cylinders') 
xlabel('Plunge depth [mm]') 
ylabel('Pressure [MPa]') 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> ANSYS FORCES <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% In order to simulate the correct load case in Ansys the following script 
% is to act as a support. One will in Ansys create a second coordinate 
% system, rotated against the global coordinate system in accordance to the 
% angle of the linkage arm. The angle of the forces thereby becomes correct 
% and one can use the globally defined forces.  

  
[row,col] = find(F2_m==F2_max); 

  
F2x_global= F2_max*cos(v2_m(row,col)); 
F2z_global = -F2_max*sin(v2_m(row,col)); 

  
disp(' ') 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Rotate x-axis on CS ' num2str(vupper_m(row,col)*180/pi) ' [deg]']) 
disp(['F2x = ' num2str(F2x_global) ' [N]']) 
disp(['F2z = ' num2str(F2z_global) ' [N]']) 

  
[row,col] = find(F1_m==F1_min); 
F1x_global = F1_min*cos(v1_m(row,col)); 
F1z_global = -F1_min*sin(v1_m(row,col)); 

  
disp(' ') 
disp(['Rotate x-axis on CS ' num2str(vlower_m(row,col)*180/pi) ' [deg]']) 
disp(['F1x = ' num2str(F1x_global) ' [N]']) 
disp(['F1z = ' num2str(F1z_global) ' [N]']) 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> EULER BUCKELING <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Euler buckling elementary case #3. Angularly fixed at cylinder end and 
% angularly free at piston rod end.  

  
E = 206*(10^9); 
L_stroke = (L2max-L2min)/1000; 
r_min = (4*F2_max*((L2max/1000)^2)/(2.05*(pi^3)*E))^0.25; 
D_min = 2*r_min*1000; 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% >>>>> SHAFT STRENGTH <<<<< 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% The shear stress occurring in the shafts to the cylinders are calculated.  
% The maximum allowed shear stress is given by tau_max=0.6*R_m 
R_m = 1000;             % [MPa] - Tensile strength 
tau_max = 0.6*R_m/1.5;      % [MPa] - Shear strength 

  
D1_shaft = 0.15; D2_shaft = D1_shaft; D3_shaft = D1_shaft; 
A_shaft = 0.25*pi*(D1_shaft^2); 
tau_1 = -0.5*F1_min/A_shaft; 
tau_2 = 0.5*F2_max/A_shaft; 
tau_3 = F3/A_shaft; 



 

 

  
disp(['Shear stress in shafts: 1:' num2str(tau_1*(10^-6)) ' 2: ' 

num2str(tau_2*(10^-6)) ' 3: ' num2str(tau_3*(10^-6))]) 

  
tau_joint_1 = B1/(0.25*pi*((0.4^2)-(0.3^2))); 
tau_joint_2 = B2/(0.25*pi*((0.4^2)-(0.3^2))); 
tau_joint_3 = F_bearing_base/(0.25*pi*((0.4^2)-(0.3^2))); 

  
disp(['Shear stress in joint: 1:' num2str(tau_joint_1*(10^-6)) ' 2: ' 

num2str(tau_joint_2*(10^-6)) ' 3: ' num2str(tau_joint_3*(10^-6))]) 

 

 

 


